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..:1-BSTH .. 'tCT 
A vertical intensity magnetic survey of approxirrate~ 156 square 
miles in Cass County, central-west 1-Iissouri, revealed a broad circular 
anoma~ v1hose magnetic ;relief exceeds 1000 gammas. 
Surface rocks are very gently inclined and are of Pennsylvanian age. 
Crystalline basement rocks are at a depth of approximately 2400 feet. 
Analysis of the dat.a shows that the Belton anomaly consists of dis-
continuous smaller magnetic anomalies surrounding the ce~tral part of this 
broad anomaly. The central area of the Belton anomaly is occupied by a mag-
netic low. 
Analytical calculation showed that the source of the maenetic distur-
bance is at least 3650 feet belo-vJ" the topographic surface, or 1250 · feet 
below the known Precambria..'1 surface. 
Profiles of theoretical anomalies created by magnetic bodies of simple 
geometrical forms and susceptibilities equal to the average corrunon intru-
sive rocks were visually compared with the measured magnetic profilcso Those 
which depths are 3000 and 4000 feet were the ones that better simulate the 
measured magnetic fieldo 
The area could have fairly large magnetite bodies, but at a relative 
. . 
greater. depth than iS now economically mined. 
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I. L"J"TRODUCTION 
I4ocatio'!1 and EA.-tent of the Area 
A broad~ some-v1hat circular vertical magnetic anomaly of approximate-
ly 1000 gammas relief c'overs 156 square miles in northwestern Cass County 
a."l.d southwestern Jackson County~ \trest central 1-Iissouri. Surface rocks are 
nearly horizontal to very gently incline~ and are of Pennsylvanian aee. 
Locul struc,.:.ural complexities have been outlined by subsurface geologic 
studies. 
The area of the present magnetic· work is sho\·m in figure 1. It is 
approximately square with dimensions approximately 13 miles from north to 
south and 12 miles from east to west. It is included within the United 
States Geological Survey 7 1/2' topographic maps of Belton~ Raymore, 
vlest Line, and Peculiar Quadrangles. 
Phvsioeranhy 
The studied area lies in the pra~rie region between the Ozark Plateau 
and the Great Plains, and is designated as the Osage Section by Fenneman (7). 
The strata of the region dip gently north-west,.about six feet per 
mile. The most st.riking physiographic features are eastward facing escarp-
ments and broad intervening dip slopes that are dissected by erosion, and 
a series of flat plains. 
The relief of the area does not exceed 300 feet, and the mean eleva-
tion is about 950 feet above sea level. Erosion has resulted in a typical 
dendritic drainage system developed across the plains. 
Pleistocene glaciation is not known to have extended into this area. 
Purpose of Investigation 
In the· area of investigation some of the magnetic and geologic con-
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ditions are: 1) Presence ·or a distinct magnetic anomaly in a area of very 
gently folded Pennsylvanian surface rocks~ 2) Somewhat complex small-
scale structural features suggested by a structural. contour map on the 
base of the l~ic Station Limestone~ 3) .~b~ence of ~ exposed rock unit 
which couJ.d readlly expl.ain the magnetic anom&ly. 
This investigation was undertaken in ·an attempt. to solve several 
problems: 1) To gain some quantitative vertical intensity magnetic data 
on the known anomaly, 2) To relate, i.f possible, the magnetic data to the 
observed surface geologic data~ ·3) If item 2 was not possible~ to relate 
the magnetic data to an hypothetical buried geologic ~ which could 
explain the anomalous condition. 
Hethod of lnvestigation 
A grid system of stations spaced at 1/2 mile intervals was estab-
lished to provide a uniformly spaced reading of the vertical component 
of the earth's magnetic field throughout the area. Readings were taken 
along country roads. Plate I (in map pocket) shows the location of the 
magnetic stations. l-1ore than 320 magnetic stations were occupied during 
the course of the investigation. The readings obtained in the field~ 
after due corrections~ were used for the construction of the vertical in-
tensity magnetic contour map (Plate II, in map pocket). In addition, three 
magnetic susceptibility determinations were made on rocks from two wells 
which penetrated into the Precambrian basement. 
Previous l'lork 
The Missouri Geological Survey· published a magnetic map of the 
State (l.S) in 1.943, showing the anomall es of the vertical. component ·of 
the earth • s field. The data· tor the map were comp11ec:l .tram magnetic sur-
4 
vcys in -which observations >;;ere taken at one mile intervals, usually at 
section corners. l!'hile this map is the most comprehensive map of the en-
tire state, the conditions of the original survey did not permit the care 
and exactness of modern day surveys. 
As far as is kno>-m, no detailed surface geologic map of the area has 
been constructed. The geology of the area is generally knmm only froo · 
oil and water well drill holes. Summaries of the known geology of the area 
were written by Clair in 1938 (2), 1941 (3), and 1943 (4). 
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II. GEOLffiiC SET1'INU 
This area is part of the Central Stable I~gion of the United States 
(6). It consists of a foundation of Precantbrian crystalline rocks v.rith a 
coverine of sedimentary strata v;hich range in age from Cambrian through 
Pennsylvanian. Strata of the Silurian sy·stem are missing from the strati-
graphic columns-indicated in the drill logs. 
Moderate vertical movements have been a characteristic of the Central 
Stable Region. These resulted in the formation of broad basins and arches, 
some of which have been revealed by drilling operations. One of such struc-
tures, the l:o'orest City basin, lies just west of the area. 
Structures of the Central Stable Region were generally formed during 
the Paleozoic era. In Mississippian, Pennsylvani~~ and Permian times, 
sediments covered many of the broad arches. However, some were not comple-
tely buried or have been partially exhumed by erosion. 
Faulting of the basins and domes or arches, and associated unconfor-
mities created by overlaps, constitute structures favorable for the ac-
cumulation of oil and gas. Gas accQ~ulations and some oil production are 
known in the investigated area. In addition to these economic products 
the sedimenta.~ strata contain some coal deposits (3). 
STRATIGRAPHY 
All of the sediment~r rocks exposed in the Cass County-southern 
Jackson County area belong to the Pennsylvanian System. Strata penetrated 
by water and oil wells range in age from Precambrian to Pennsylvani~~. 
''!ell-developed unconformities. eY..ist between the Precambrian and Cambrian 
strata, between the sediments of Devonian and the overlying Mississippian 
Kinderhook shales, and between the :Hississippian Saint Louis limestones 
6 
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and the Pennsylvanian Cherokee shales. A less conspicuous unconformity 
which covers a wide tlffie-interval exists between the Bonne Terre formation 
~nd the Potosi formation. 
l·rany series are r:d.ssing~ either from non-deposition or erosion. The 
sequence of strata under~ing the area is illustrated in the colunmar sec-
tion (Fig. 2). This was constructed with data from the Charles -v~ralters 
well No. 1~ Sec. 29, T46N, R32VJ, Cass County, on file at the Nissouri Geo-
logical Survey. Two other wells in the nearby area penetrated all sedimen-
ta~ strata and reached c~stalli.ne rocks. They are the Martin and Reisser-
Anne Perrin l·mll No. 1, Sec. 17, T50N, H30.·J~ which penetrated 1975 feet 
below the Preca..rabrian s:urface, and the Toll Estate vTell in Sec. 27 ~ T47N ~ 
ll3lvl. Samples from these wells are available for study at the Hissouri Geo-
logical Survey, in Rolla, Hissouri. 
The stratigraphic section shovrs that most of the formations of Paleo-
zoic t.ime were deposited in the area. Hov1ever~ conspicuous breaks exist 
in.the section where strata were later removed in whole or in part from 
the area. 
The Pr·ecambrian rock sampled in the above wells is a pink biotite-
granite. This is overlain by a granite wash or conglomerate of a thickness 
up to 50 feet or more •. The State map of the Precambrian rocks (10) pub-
lished in 1960, reveals that the southern and western portions of the area 
are underlain by metamorphic rocks. The. State nw.p of the configuration of 
the Precambrian surface.(li) shows that the area is over the west flank 
of a ve~ gently northwestern plunging trough. In both maps, well data are 
too sparse to properly indicate the lithology and the relief on the Pre-
cambrian surface. 
The upper Cambrian series, consisting of Lamotte sandstone, Bonne 
8 
Terre dolomite and Eminence dolomite and Eminence dolomite, rests non-
conformably upon the granite. Total thickness or Cambrian rocks is appro:x:-
.1mately r 480 feet. 
Ordovician formations are the Gasconade, Roubidoux, and Jefferson 
City formations. They make up approximately 550 feet of the columnar 
section. 
Devonian rocks of this area are detrital st. Peter sandstone of 
Ordovician age, reworked during Devonian time (l.). Its thickness is appro:x:-
imately 70 feet. 
The rocks of the Mississippian Sy'stem represented in the stratigra-
phic section belong to the Kinderhook formation, Chouteau group, Burlington 
Keokuk, Warsaw, Spergen, and St. Louis formations. They comprise appro-
ximately 500 feet in thickness. 
Rocks of the Pennsylvanian Sy-stem comprise the upper part of the 
stratigraphic column to the sur.tace. They are represented by the Cherokee, 
Henrietta, Pl.easanton, and Kansas City groups. Their total. thiclmess is 
approximately 750 feet. 
The Miric Station Limestone, a member of the Pawnee .formation of 
Pennsylvanian age is an excellent marker horizon. This was used by Clair 
(4) to represent the structures of the area (Plate III) for this age rocks. 
STRUCTURE 
Because of the lack of any detailed surface geological map, the struc-
tures of this area are best represented by the subsurface structural map 
constructed by Clair (4). His work ··is based on well J.og interpretations. 
In densely drilled areas the control is adequate. whil.e in spar'Seq drill~ 
areas, the cont.ourin8 is ·l.argeq interpretative. The detail.ed 1Jtru~ural 
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rnap included in this ·report {Plate. III) was modified from Clair' s original 
(4). ·which presents a very detailed picture of the 'structures of this area. 
The structural contour map of the base of the ~~ic Station Limestone 
shows that a number of major structural featur~s and numerous associated 
minor structures make up the strUctural detail of the area. These features 
have been named after towns, farms and other geographic features within 
the area. 
The dip and strike vary w:itn:in the area, but the general direction 
of the dip of strata is northwesterly, at about six feet per mile. 
Deviations from the gentle homoclinal dip of the contoured horizon 
consist of plunging folds or noses. The major structures consist of elon-
gated basins and domes that roughly parallel the regional northeasterly 
structural direction. These structures are seldom more than one mile l-.ride 
and more than three miles long and show closures of 20 to 70 feet. 
In addition to the northeast trending folds a complex system of faults 
occurs southwest of Belton. It consists of a downdropped polygonal shaped 
block covering Sections 21, 22 aYJ.d 23 and. greater portions of Sec. 1.4, 15, 
16, 26, 27 and 28, T46N, R33t'i. According to Clair ( 3), " ••• It consists 
of a downdropped block which had been rather complexly folded before 
·faulting took place and has been.further complexly faulted coindident with 
the faulting vrhich depressed the block". 
The polygonal area bounded by faults is subdivided into four fault 
blocks by three vTell defined faults. These strike N36'T;J, N34~'i, and N33\·r. 
The faults are all vertical or ve~J high angle-dip faults. The dip slip 
in the southern boundary faults is about 25 feet. In the northern fault~, 
the maximum dip-slip is 145 feet. 
The problem of origin of local. structures in the :~ad-Continent region, 
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of which this area is part, is pla~ discussed b,y McCoy (17). He clas-
sified their genesis by .four principal headings: 1)'_. Tangential compression, 
2) Torsional stress, 3) Differential setting of sediments, and 4) Local 
vertical uplift. From his studies of the structure ot the Belton area, 
Clair {3) came to the conclusion that at least· the first two were not ap-
plicable to this area. 
In his analysis of the structure of the Belton fault complex, Clair 
concludes that the displacement is due to vertical adjustments along a 
deep seated fault zone, probablT in the Precambrian basement. The movements 
were intermittent and continued over a considerable period of time. He ex-
cluded the possibility of solution in the underlying Mississippian carbo-
nate rocks resulting in collapse of Penns,ylvanian strata, as the origin of 
the structures observed in this area. 
The polygonal shape resulti~ from the faults bounding the Belton fault 
complex resembles a'fevr\other;s_imila_r•structures in l1issouri. Figure 3 shows 
a simplified structure of the Belton fault complex compared with the Crooked 
Creek fault structure. 'l'he sub-parallel faults within the peripheral fault·s 
of the Belton structure contras~ with the irregular pattern of the Crooked 
Creek structure and others well lmown cr.yptovol.canic structures. 
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III • TEE 1--iAGNETIC SUltVEY 
A magnetic survey \'las co:r.tpleted oYer the conspicuous magnetic ano-
:na.ly shovm in the maenetic rnap oi' the State in Cass County, 1-i:issouri. As 
noted, this anomaly covers 156 square r.1iles and has an approx::i.mate mag-
netic relief of 1000 eam1nas. The anomaly covers the area of the folds and 
faults described above. The anomaly is named the Belton magnetic anomaly 
for its geographic location near the tmm of Belton, Missouri. 
The MaPnBtometer 
The instrument used for this survey was a Ruska Vertical Magneto-
~te~er. It is a Schmidt-type vertical intensity magnetometer in which the 
magnetic system restsupon a quartz b1ife-edge. The orientation of the ver-
tical magnetometer must be such that the axis of rotation of the magnetic 
system is horizontal and parallel to the magnetic meridian '\"lherever the 
vertical field is measured. 
The instrument was calibrated with a Helmotz coil, aniits scale cons-
tant found to be ninety five gammas per scale division. A range of 120 
scale divisions can be read with this instrument. B,y interpolation readings 
of 10 ga.mmas Here possible with this sensitivity. 
Field Procedure 
The field work was accomplished during the month of June, 1964. !-lag-
net.ic stations were loca:ted ·along country roads at regular intervals of 
half a mile. In order to adequately cover the selected area, three hun-
dred and t1.venty t'\iO stations (including the base station) were occupied. 
Plate I shows the location· of these magnetic stations. . 
Caution was taken to avoid reading close to fences, bridges, pipe-
l.ines, tanks, cars, and other possible magD.etic material.s which might 
. '. 
,··. 
affect the natural magnetic field. Because of interferences, a few sta-
tions were relocated from the previously selected sites •. 
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At eve~J station the instrument was set up on a leveled and oriented 
head of a tripod. The magnetometer was leveled and the scale read. The ins-
trument was then rotated 180 degrees and the ~eve~ rechecked. A second 
scale reading was obtained and this averaged with the first. The operation 
of leveling, orientL~g and reading the magnetometer consumed an average of 
five to ten minutes per station. It should be noted that a sma~ misalign-
ment or incorrect leveling of the instrument could lead to large errors. 
Special care was taken to avoid this. 
At each station the temperature and the time were recorded whenever 
a reading was obtained. In order to check for diurnal magn~tic variations 
the base station was reoccupied approximately every three and one-half 
hours. 
Generally, the zero position of the scale of the instrument is de-
fined at a given latitude and longitude for a given time, at the place of 
adjustment. Because the magnetic field of the earth varies with time and 
place of the reading, the range of the scale of the instrument had to be 
extended to permit readings of very high or very ~ow values of the magnetic 
field. As the magnetic intensity' of the area exceeded the range of the 
magnetometer, an auxiliary magnet was utilized. This accessory device, 
whose magnetic moment is lmown, is inserted directly below the instrument 
in a specia~ extension rod carrying its holder. The extension rod is gra-
duated in millimeters to give the distance between the center of the aux-
iliary magnet and the magnet system in the magnetometer. 
Corrections 
The corrections considered necessary :in this magnetic survey are as 
follows: 
Temuerature - The magnetometer itself is nearlY temperature-compen-
sated. However an increase. in temperature affects the auxiliary magnet 
which becomes weaker, causL~g an L~crease in the reading. 
A temperature coefficient determination was made for the instrument 
and found to be 0.05 of a scale division per degree centigrade. 
Correction for Auxiliary 1-laenot.- This correction accounts for the 
magnetic force created by the auxiliary magnet. This magnetic force is 
expressed. as 2H/r3 (15) ~ where H is the magnetic moment of the auxiliary 
magnet and r is the vertical distance between the center of the magnet and 
the axis of the magnet system of the instrument~ This correction can .be 
neglected in this case because the same magnet was used in the same posi-
tion at all stations including the base. 
Diurnal Variation - Due to the lack of a second magnetometer to con-
tinuously record the diurnal magnetic changes, it was assumed that a 
straieht line variation existed between two consecutive readings at the 
base station (Appendix A). The overall diurnal variation was used to ad-
just the regular station reading for that day. 
Dn.;v to Day Variations - Corrections for these variations were not 
necessary because all the readings were relative to the same base station. 
Lonr!itur~e and Latitude ,... This correction, which eliminates the normal 
variation of the earth's magnetic field with latitude and longitude, w~s 
calculated from the United States r'lagnetic Tables for 1960 (25), and found 
to be +11•8 ganunas per mile to 'the north~ and +2.5 ganuna.s per mile to 
the east. 
Terrain Correction - The total effect of the terrain was assumed to 
be very small in comparison with the magnitUde of the magnetic anomaJ.i. 
Corrections due to relief vTere neglected. 
The original readings for each station and the necessary magnetic 
corrections are included in Appendix B. 
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IV. RESULTS OF. Tl-fE SURVEY 
A macnetic contour map· (Plate II) '\'las constructed usi."'le the values of 
the rn9.[..'netic stations sho\'m in Appendix B. A contour interval of 50 gammas 
was selected for the following reasons: 1) This value is equivalent to 
half a scale division based on the sensitivity of the instrUP~ent, 2) It is 
within the limit of error due to the diurnal variation, and 3) For the 
horizontal scale used the contour lines are not crowded, and therefore, 
the visual aspect of the map is clear. 
The isogams sh0'\"1 a conspicuous, roughly circular and syr.unetrical an om-
aly covering nearly all of the surveyed area. Five·isolated peaks occur 
near the central part of the anomaly. Stations 7, 12, 14, 97, and lOS 
(Plate I) and their relative magnetic values of 1164, 1311, 1211+, 1458, 
and 128J gacrmas respectively (Appendix B), are the basis of these peaks. 
A relative magnetic lo~ occupies the south central part of the ci~-
cular anomaly. A less pronounced magnetic low occurs just north of the 
center of the anomaly. 
Close to the northwestern corner of the contour map (Plate II) is 
an anomalous area based ori the magnetic values of stations 88, 89, and 90. 
Their respective relative magnetic values are 75, 511, and 189 gammas. 
Deviations from the ~eneral trend of the isogams occur mostly in the 
north1rrestern portion of the map. 
Nag!lctic Profiles 
In order·to better illustrate the characteristics of the magnetic 
' ' 
anomaly, a series of profiles· '\-:tere constructed· across the major rnaenetic 
feature~. These are sholfm in f~gur.es 4, 5, and 6, together "''rith topogra:... 
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Locations of these profiles are shown on Plate II. 
Residunl Nagnetic Hap and Profiles 
llhen the corrected ma0'1etic values are plotted on a map and contoured, 
the resulting picture as it stands will seldom give much usable infor:nation 
on the subsurface geology until it is analysed by suitable interpretation 
techniques. Nany areas vlhere magnetic surveys are made have deep-seated 
structural features causing variation in the magnetic intensity at the 
sw. ... face vlhich are ouch larger in areal extent than the usual structures 
of interest in prospecting. In geophysical work it is usual to separate 
the measured field into two parts whenever possible. The regional is the 
11 smooth 11 part and is attributed to the.effect of large scale disturbance. 
The residual part is the one that remains after the removal or the regional 
effect. 
The choice of a 11 regional field" is somewhat empirical. One of the 
simplest procedures currently used among geophysicists is to use the av-
erage of observed values on a circle as the regional value. 
Thus, an algebric definition of a residual function is the following: 
V= V(o) - V(s) 
where V is the residual effect at the point, V(o) is the relative verti-
cal magnetic intensity at this point, and V(s) is the mean value of the 
relative mQgnetic intensity at a radial distance ~ from this point. 
The radial distance chosen for constructing the residual magnetic 
map of the large anomaly is f5 miles. The residual va~ue was calculated 
every one mile. The unit radial figure utilized for averaging the points 
is the rectangular grid shown in figure 7. 
The map of the re'sidua.l vertical component of the broad anomaly is 
shown on Plate IV. The most appropriate contour interval for its repre-
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sF.:ntation was also 50 ga.mmas. It can be seen from the residual macnetic 
map that it also emphasizes the major features of the Belton nillcnetic 
anomaly. The marginal portion of the anomaly eliminated from the map 
correspond to the radial distance of the ring. 
Q'-_-.:~lt;...____;?,;.;;& mi. 
(after Nettleton, 1954) 
Fig. 7. Rectangular grid for one ring r~sidual 
High residual values surround the center of the anomaly, which area 
is occupied by a residual magnetic low. The peak-values shown on the mag-
netic contour map (Plate II) are.here encircled b,y contours of 200 gammas 
or more. The central area of the anomaly shows a depression corresponding 
to a magnetic low. The low gradient of the south-southeastern portions of 
the magnetic contour map is also represented as a depressional area on the 
residual contour map. 
Residual magnetic profiles are represented in figures 41 5, and 6. 
Second Ve-rtical Derivative of the l-fagnet:Lc Field 
The second vertical derivatives of the magnetic intensity are a mea-
sure of the changes of magnetic gradients •. Qualitative and quantitative 
interpretations can.be made more objective b,y constructing second deriv-
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ative maps. If.the geologist attempts to read magnetic contours as if 
. . 
they were equivalent to st~cture contours such as those he obtains from 
drilling logs, his conclusions may be highly erroneous. Secor.d vertical 
derivatives of ma.gnetic field, because of their high resolving power, are 
very useful in interpreting magnetic anomalies. An advantaee of their ap-
plication is to disclose areas L~ preliminary surveys that would be hieh~ 
recommended for further detailed geophysical studies. 
The second vertical derivatives of the nmgnetic field can be calcu-
lated analytically. The practical schemes of calculation, using values 
from a regular grid of points give satisfactory results as compared with 
true results obtained for simple idealized fields. According to Peters 
(22), these method, being approximations, give results which deper.d to a 
considerable extent on the spacing used. The results are more qualitative 
than quantitative in values but these methods have proven to be some of 
the better tools available for mass production ana~sis. 
According to Henderson and Zietz (13), the approximate values of the 
second vertical derivatives of the magnetic field can be calculated b,y the 
following formula: 
where a% T/ 0 z2 is the ~econd vertical derivative of the ma.enetic field 
at a point, and .6T0 , .c.T1 , ·.c..T21 and AT.3 are the average values of the 
relative vertical magnetic field on circles of radii 0, l, J2, and 2 units 
respectiveJ.y. 
The grid system utilized for averaging the vertical magnetic field 
is shown in figure B. The second vertical derivatives of the magnetic 
field were calculated ev~ry one mile. The second derivative formulas have 
a term involving the square of a horizontal distance. The unit distance 
. . :·· ., 
utilized in the grid below is one.mile. 
0 1 2 mi. 
---......... ~---
(after Henderson and Zietz~ 
1949) 
Fig. 8. Grid used in the evaluation of the second vertical derivatives. 
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The map of the second vertical derivatives of the magnetic field of 
the Belton anoma~ is shown on Plate v. The most appropriate contour in-
terval for its representation was 200 gammas per mile squared. A compar-
ison of this map and the residual magnetic map (Plate IV) shows a· certain 
degree of similarity. Here, again, the central area of the anoma~ is oc-
cupied by a derivative low. High values of the derivative function of the 
magnetic field surround this low and are no more distant than three miles 
from this center. 
V. HAGNETIC PROPZRI'IES OF THE BASFlU::NT ROCKS 
Two important factors for the analytical study of a magnetic ano-
maly are the ma~etic susceptibilities of the material constituting the 
uppermost portion of the earth's crust and the inclination of the mag-
netic field in the area. 
H:lgnetic Susceptibilities 
The magnetism of a rock depends upon its mineral composition. The 
magnetite content chiefly determines the magnetization of various rock 
units and formation. Next in order i.s pyrrhotite1 ilmenite and titano-
magnetite. Magnetization depends not only on the type of magnetic mineral 
but also on the quantitity present. 
J:.Iagnetic susceptibility is defined as the relative strength of the 
induced magnetization, or in other words, the ratio of the magnetization 
in a substance to the corresponding magnetizing force. The susceptibilities 
of the major rock types are tabul.a.ted in most geophysical textbooks. Ta-
ble I shows the average values of the susceptibilities of the commonest 
rocks and magnetic minerals. 
In general, basic rocks have higher magnetic susceptibility than 
acidic rocks, and igneous rocks have higher magnetic susceptibilities 
than sedimentary ones. Hundreds of wells have penetrated the sedimentary 
strata in this area. The lithologic descriptions of many of these wells 
do not suggest the slightest magnetic character in those sedimentary rocks. 
Therefore, the sedimentar.y rocks were assumed diamagnetic, and laboratory 
determination of the magnetic susceptibilities were carried out only on 
samples of the basement rock. 
The s'a.mples tested for. magnetic susceptibUit;y were collected from 
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drilling cuttings of two wells t~at penetrated the basement. These are 
available for study together with their.respective logs at the Missouri 
Geological Survey, in Rolla, Hissouri. According to the well logs, all 
the cuttings of the Precambrian ro.cks. are biotite-granite. Individual 
cuttings do not exceed two tenthsofa~ inch in diameter. They are collected 
during drilling operation~ usual.ly at regu.J.ar depth interval.. Generally, 
this interval is 10 feet. 
TABLE I .. 
NAGi\lb'TIC SUSCEPTIBILI'rY OF HAJOR ROCK TYPES 
AND 1-!AGNETI C NINERALS 
HATERIAL. 
1-Iagneti te ••••••. • •. ~ .••.•••. 
Pyrrhotite ••••••• ~ ••••••••• 





























(after Dobrin, 1952) 
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Three magnetic susceptibility determinations were made in laboratory. 
The samples of those two wells that penetrated the basement were selected 
for the depth shown on Table II on the basis of: :l.) Least degree of alter-
ation and minimum amount of cavings of the overlying formations, 2) A su:ffi-
~?ient amount of tho cuttin~s in _t~e- sample. ba& _to- ?ermit a corroct C.ctermina-
- ~1011. of the ~nsceptib~lity, an~) Tge l~gi_billty o:f.-their labels. 
The instrument used to test this magnetic property was a Jr.agnetic 
susceptibility bridge, manufactured b,y the Geop~sical Specialties Cam-
pa~. This is a high precision instrument having the advantage of ease 
and rapid operation, besides of a high degree of poJ;tability. The magnetic 
susceptibility bridge is an inductive instrument based on the property 
that the inductance of a coil and the energy transfer in a transformer de-
pend on the magnetic permeability of the core material •. The schematic elec-
tronic circuit and the basic principle of the instrument is described in 
detail by Nagata (18), Heiland (12), and in other textbooks. 
The only restriction made on the samples is their minimum volume. 
This can not be less than 60 cubic centimeters. The sample is placed in 
a test tube 2. 7 centimeters inside diameter and filled to a height of 10 
centimeters. It is important that the height· .of' the sample extends at least 
one inch above the holder of the instrument in order to avoid self-indue-
tance. 
The susceptibility determination for each sample takes only a few 
minutes. The instrument is read before and after the sample is inserted. 
The susceptibility is the product of' the difference in readings multi-
plied ·by the instrument constant 1 a factor calibrated by the manuf'ac-
turer. 
The magnetic susceptibUit;ies measured 1n ~boratory are tabulat;ed 
·in Table II:J 
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TABLE II 
Ivi:AGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITIES OF SAHl,LES OF THE PID~CAl-lBRIJu"'l BASEHEl'\JT 
BIOTITE G.WITTE 
Cass County - Hissouri 
VJell Depth. Suscept. ( cgs) Fe3o4 (ft) 
a' 
/0 
Charles Halters No. 1 2545 0.472 X 10-J 1.50 
II II II II 2560. 0.373 X 10-3 1.12 
Hartin and Reisser~Anne Perrin No. 1 2386 0.493 x lo-3 1.69 
Average o.438 x lo-3 1.43 
It is often useful to determine the magnetite content of a rock in 
order to predict its susceptibility. Generally, the susceptibility of a 
rock is direct~~ proportional to the amount of the magnetite present. 
A fraction of the same well cutti..'1gs utilized in the determination of · 
'the magnetic susceptibilities was powdered to -120 mesh and a permanent 
magnet was used to separate the magnetite grains. The percentage in 
weight of the magnetite is shown in the right column of Table II. Only 
a fraction of the well cuttings was utilized because.the san1ples could 
not be destroyed and had to be returned to the Hissouri Geological Survey. 
Utilizing the values of Table II, the relationship between the 
susceptibility and the magnetite content of the granitic rock of this 
area is governed by the following expression: 
0,43.8 X :L0-3 
1.43 
x ( % Magnetite) 
This empirical formula permits us to predict the magnetic suscepti-
bi1ities of the granitic basement rock of this area if the magnetite 
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content is known. 
Inclination of the l·lagnetic Field 
The inclination of the earth 1 s magnetic field in a. surveyed area 
is an important factor that has to be considered in the interpretation of 
a magnetic anomaly •. The peak of an anomaly is often shi.!'ted laterally due 
to the inclination ofthe earth1 s field. The amount of shift :is accentu-
ated with the depth to the source of the disturbance. 
The earth's field in Cass County has an inclination of 69 degrees 
based on an interpolation from the United States Magnetic Tables f.or 
1960 (25). 
According to Nettlet-on (19), the assumption of a vertically polarized 
body can be made whenever the inclination of the earth's magnetic field is 
greater than 60 degrees. 
Vertical Polarization of the Granitic Basement Rock 
The present vertical component of the earth's magnetic field in the 
area is 0.536 oersteds. This wa.s.calculated from the United States Magnetic 
Tables for 1960 (25), ext.ending the values of 1955 to the tiJne of the field 
SUl~ey. The vertical polarization of a body is the product of its mag-
netic susceptibility times the vertical component of the earth's magnetic 
field. For the granitic rock of the basement, the vertical polarization is 
0.236 x lo-3 cgs units. 
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VI. INTERPR.ETATION OF THE DATA 
The interpretation of the magnetic data has no unique solution. All 
interpretation involve assumptions or empirical choices at certain stages 
in their reduction to practical use. Final solutions of the same problem 
differ from person to person. Additional data can modify former conclu-
sions. Obviously, several volumes could be written on this subject. 
The interpretation of a magnetic anomaly can be approached in at 
least two different w~s. In the analytic method the magnetic data are 
analysed to interpret the size, shape and depth of the cause of the ano-
maly. In the synthetic method the problem is approached indirectly: the 
magnetic field is calculated for an assum~ distur~ce of given suscep-
tibility, size, shape and depth. The values of the magnetic field created 
by that hypothetical body are then compared with the observed anomaly. With 
judicious changes in the assumed dimensions of the ~, the recalculated 
magnetic field will tend to approach that of the anomaly. 
Among the several analytic~ methods described in the literature, 
., 
Peters• (22) is one of the most ·comprehensive. It was developed b,y the 
Gulf Research and Developnent Company, and published in 1949. It will be 
discussed later in this chapter. 
Depth Determination 
The depth determination of an anomalous structure is a calculation 
of prime importance. Some rules for determining depth from magnetic obser-
vations are presented in the literature, but the,y presupose a certain 
shape for the body that causes the an~. The .knowledge of the suscep-
tibility contrast is also required in this kind of Qalculation. 
As noted before, the magnetic contour map, ·'the residual magnet~c map 
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(PlateN), and the second vertical derivativesmap (PlateV) suggest a 
discontinuous distribution of magnetic masses surrounding the central part 
of the broad· anornaly. From this it is concluded that the Belton anomaly 
is the result of the interaction of small isolated anomalies. They are lo-
cated in Sec. 3 a.nd 4, T45N, R32·l a.'1d Sec. 33 ·and 34, T46N, R32Ti!; in Sec. 
26 and 27, T46N, R32VJ; in Sec. 24 and 25, T46N, RJJ;J; and in Sec. 1, T45N, 
R3,3T:J. 'l'hese are listed ·in order of decreasing magnetic intensities. 
lf the biotite-granite of the basement causes the magnetic distur-
bance, and if the magnetic susceptibility measured in the laboratory re-
presents the magnetic characteristic of the whole basement, the maximum 
maenetic relief could not exceed 148 gammas. This can be calculated with 
the formulas shovm in the neXt section. 
Smith (23, 24) has shown that the maximum depth, h, at which the 
upper surface of a body causing a magnetic anomaly rr~y lie can be deter-
mined without making any assumption about the shape of the body and its 
susceptibility. He developed the following formumas for vertically pora-
rized bodies; 
. h =2.59 IV lma.x I IV' I max 
h2 = 3.14 IV lmax 1 I V11 1max 
where h is the maximum. depth, I V.l max' 1 V' I max , and ~ V 11 1 max are the abso-
lute maximum values of the relative magnetic field, the first and the sec-
ond horizontal derivatives of the maenetic field, respectively. 
These formulas apply only to isolated anomalies. The expressions of 
the relative magnetic field, of the first and of ,t.he second horizontal 
derivatives can be determined analytically. For the case of the southeastern 
1,p · · that the eastern per-anomaly this determination is simplified . ..1._ one assumes 
tion of the anomaly is uninfluenced by the. remaining, and that it. would be 
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symmetrical if it was not affected by the interaction of the neighboring 
anomalies. The analytical expression of the magnetic field, V, plotted 
against the horizontal dista.nce:in.,mil.es, x, is: 
943 ? 55 ~ V-:1458 --x- 47 x- +-X' 
3 3 
These coefficients were obtained with the values of the observed 
field at stations 97, 99, 112, and 115, with the origin of the abcissas 
at station 97. The absolute maximum values of the relative magnetic field, 
of the first horizontal derivative, and of the second horizontal derivative 
in the interval of definition of V above, are 87~ gammas, 358 gammas per 
mile, and 236 gammas per mile squared, respective~. Substituting these 
values in Smith's equations ;;· the'.ma.ximtuu depth to the upper surface of 
the body causing the magnetic ano~ is 3.4 mil.es, regardless of its ~hape 
or magnetic con~rast. 
A method developed by Peters (22) theoretically permits the direct 
calculation of the configuration of the magnetic basement surface relative 
to the average depth of the magnetic basement. The e~evation of any po~1t 
on the basement surface above that ~eve~ is given b.Y the numerical solution 
of the following equation: 
where 
and 
f(o) is the basement relief above mean plane 
d is the grid spacing in same units as f(o) 
Iz is the polar~zation of the magnetic b~ 
Cn are constants tabulated in Peters' artic~e 
Hn are the average val.ues o~ Hz calculated to the 
basement ~evel., around circ1es of radius n. · 
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The values Hz of the rnagnetic field at the basement level can be 
calculated from measurements of the mat,'!letic field at the surface. This 
is the "Analytic Continuation Dowm·Tard". 
As noted before, the polarization of the biotite-cranite of the b~se­
ment cun not account for a magnetic relief that exceeds 1000 gammas, there-
fore, the anomaly must h<- caused by a magnetic ·oody 1.-.;hose polarization is 
r.1uch higher than that measured in laboratory. Because the values of f(o) 
of the formula above are related to Iz, l'Thich is unknown, this method can 
not be applied •. 
As the broad anon~ly is the result of interaction of small isolated 
anomalies, an easier way of studying this problem is to consider them as 
separate anomalies. One that deserves a special study is that covering 
Sec. 3 and 4, T45N, R32W, and Sec. 33 and 34, T46N, R32\·l. 
Several methods for estimation of depth of simple geometric bodies 
have been published, most of them for use in the estimation of depth of 
magnetic ore bodies. The simplest ones, such as a single pole or a sphere 
are described in most textbooks. Peters points out these methods lack 
precision because of the difficulty in obtaining the value of the anomaly 
isolated from interferemce by other anomalies. Peters' rule-of-thumb for 
depth estimation is simple and applicable to a large number of cases, 
mostly when the anomalies are of elliptical form and when the major a:x:i.s 
of the ellipse is at least three times the magnitude of the minor axis. On 
the anomaly profile along the minor axis of the ellipse, one locates the 
inflection point corresponding to maximum slope, draws the taneent here 
and measure its slope (see Fig. 9). Then one constructs a line with half 
this slope and draws the t~o tangents to the an.oma~ curve with this half 
slope. The horizon~al separai;,i.on,. s, between. the two points of tangency. 
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is appro:x:i .. m.ately related to the depth. h by the formula: 
s :1.6 h 
The isolated a.noma~y ~entioned above has an eccentricity greater 
thar. three. Using the method described above, the depth of the magnetic 
body was found to be 3650 feet. This is 1250 feet below the known Pre-
crunbrian surface. 
Another practical and more accurate method described by Peters for 
depth calculations is known as the 11 error curve 11 method. It is based on 
the follm~.ng: if the magnetic field measured at the surface is carried 
downward mathematical~ to a depth, h, and then back up again, fair~ ac-
curate results are obtained until.reaching.the depth of the magnetic base-
ment. Beyond this depth the error increa.ses rapidly. 
If Ha is the recalculated surface intensity from continuation down-
ward at depth h, then 
where Cn are rational coefficients, bn are specified constants, h is an 
approximate depth determined with. one of the short-cut methods such as_ 
that ;Used above, and H(bnhY.are the average value of the obsezyed mag-
netic intensity_around a·circle of radius %h. 
The error in continuation is then 
where H0 is the ·max:i.InUin observed magnetic intensity. 
The coefficients for calculation of error in continuation are given 
on Table III.. · · · .. 
As Peters points out, the value of h in the formulas above does not 
need to be accurate. Two values of ·h, 2400 and 4000 feet, were used to 
. . . ' . . . 
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Appendix C. The error curves obtained for point~ 0.5 h, 1.0 h, 1.5 h, and 
2.0 h are shol'm in figure 10 and ll. These diagrams shov1 that the error 
curves are approximately proportional to the depth, not showing any sharp 
bend around points close to the selected.values of h. As Peters points out, 
the effect of neighboring anomalies is detrimental to accuracy, and there-
fore, this method can not safely be applied in the study of this anomaly. 
TABLE ITI 
COEFI''ICIE.'l\JTS FOR THE CALCULATION OF ERROR It~ CONTINUATION 
n bn Cn 
1 0.1 0.3001 
2 0.3 0.5102 
3 0.5 0.2622 
4 0.7 0.0311. 
5 0.9 -0.0378 
6 1.1 -0.0384 
7 1.3 -0.0190 
8 1.5 -0.0087 
9 1.7 -0.0035 
10 1.9 -0.0011 
11 2.25 o.oooo 
12 2.75 0.0007 
13 3.25 0.0003 
14 3.75 0.0003 (after Peters, 1949) 
Indirect Hethod for Depth Est:i..mation 
This is a trial and error method. The magnetic field caused by a hy-
pathetical body of given dimensions is analytically calculated. and com-
pared with the vertical magnetic intensity o~ the anomaly. The difference 
between them will dictate the modifications to be made in order to obtain 
a closer result. This process is then repeated until a satisfactor,y ap-
proximation is obtained. 
The magnetic field caused. by' oodies of simple geOmetric forms, such 
as single pole,· a sphere~· a cylinder, and so on~ can be calculated by·.the 
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formulas sholm below. They are presented in most textbooks. Bodies of com-
plex shape can be simulated in the laboratory by molding models of appro-
priate forms. 
1. Single Negative Pole· 
X 
V= p :z 
{x2 + z2 )3/.a 

















4. Vertical Sheet Vertically Polarized 
X I I : . ,-; Z, I , "' I 
I I " • 
If}/ 






I ...- ,... ,, }-1111 
I .... :' I I' ,, . 








- Z (I~ £,1 
2 . ;z.z 
(after· Dobrin, ~952) 
'I 
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where V ==Vertical component of the magnetic intensity in gar:un.:>..s 
P =Pole strength 
I =Intensity of magnetization (aGsumed vertical), in cgs units 
l-!1, Vl2 =Solid angles as sho~:m in 5. 
The valu.es of the ::;agnetic field for the cases 2, 3, 4, and 5 cal-
culated for the din1ensions listed on Table IV, are shmm in Appendix D. 
The vertical magnetic intensities caused by these bodies were calculated 
for distances of x equal toO, 0.5, l.O, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 miles. They \-Tere 
calculated vlith the electronic computer at the University of Nissouri at 
Rolla, using Forma language (Fortran of Rolla Missouri), developed at this 
Institute for the I::al-{ 1620 digital computer with punched card imput-out-
put, a mini~um of 40,000 positions of core storage, floating point hard-
ware, indirect addressing, and additional instructions. 
Calculations were carried out for all the crnnbinations possible for 
the dimensions listed on Table IV. The values of the magnetic contrast 
used in these calculations correspond to the average values of the mag-
netic susceptibilities listed in increasing order, for granites, gabbros, 
diabase and iron ore containing at least JO~; of magnetite (see Table I). 
Among all the values of the magnetic field shown in Appendix D, those 
shown in figures 12, 13, 14, and 15, are the ones that best simulate the 
southeast anomaly (Sec. 3 and 4, T45N, R32VJ, a."1.d Sec. 33 a."1d 34, T46N, 
H32H). In the measured vertical field, the maximum value of 1458 gammas 
decreases approximately 200 ga.~s in half a mile, 300 gammas in a mile, 
and 400 gammas in one and }).alf mile. The profiles shown in :figures listed 
above correspond to the gradients of 100 to 300 gammas ~"1 half a mile, 200 
to 400 gammas in one mile, and 400 to 600 gammas in one and half mile. The 
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Horizontal Distance Q , + mi. 
1 -3 1. AK :2.7 x 0 cgs 
2. AK=90.0 X 10-3 ces 
). AK=l3.1 x lo-3 cgs 
R = 2000 I 
R = 1000 I 
R = 2000 I 
z =3000 1 
Z ::.4000 I 
Z :4000 I 
H = 0. 536 oersted 
4. AK::90.0 X 10-3 ces 
5. 6K=13.0 x 1o-3 cgs 
6. 1.\.K= 7.2 x 1o-3 ces 
R :: 500 I 
R = 1000' 
R = 2000 I 
Z: 3000 I 
Z::. J000 I 
Z: 4000 I 
Fig. 12. Curves shovring fall-off of the vertical rra.gnetic intensity 1-Tith horizontal dist<:r:l.C3 for buried 
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1 mi. Horizontal Distance L----L-----1 
l. AK = 2.7 x 10-3 
.3 • .llK = 7.2 X 10-3 





R = 1000 1 
R = 1000 1 
z = 4000 I 2. ~ K ::' 7. 2 X 10-3 
Z = 4000 1 4. ~K:l3.1 X 1Q·-3 
Z=4000' 6. ~K=90.l x lo-3 




R = 500 I 
H -::. 500 1 
R = 500 I 
Z = 2000 I 
Z = 3000 I 
Z = 4000 I 
Fig. 1.3 • Cur-ves showing fall-off of the vertical magnetic intensity vrith horizontal dist?..nce for buried 
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q I l ffii. 
i':.:··:'···:-· -3 '~.·1 .. AK = 2. 7 x 10 ·:~~'•.3. AK · = 7.2 x lo-3 






Z -::,3000 I 
z =3000 1 
T =2ooo 1 2. AK = 2. 7 x lo-.3 
T=2000 1 4.LiK = 7.2 x lo-.3 
T = 1000 1 6. L\.K =13.1 X 10-3 




Z= 2000 I 
Z::. 4CCO' 
Z=4C00 1 
'f = lt-000 1 
'l' ::::)000 I 
T = 2000 1 
;;~~·14. Cur-v"es sho\dng ff'.ll-off of the vertical rJ~gnctic intcr.sity i·ri.tL horizcntal diste.ncc for t·Jricd 
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Horizontal Distance 0.. .-------1 
-3 1. AK = 13.1 X 10 cgs R =1000 1 Z =JOQO I T =1000 I -3 2. ll K = 13 .1 x 10 cgs R: 2000 I Z = 4000 I 
3.llK = 13.1 x 10-3 cgs R = 3000 1 Z ::- 4000 I T -= 500 I -3 4. ilK= 90.0 x 10 cgs R = 1000 I z = hOOO I 





T:: 1000 1 
T = 500 I 
Fig.l5 • Curves shov1ing fall-off of the vertical m:1gnetic intensity \·lith horizontt~.l dist<:.nce fol' buried 
vertical cylinder vertically pol3.rized, as co!.1pared Hith the profile DD1 of the Belton .~.r.o:::i:ly. ~­f-' 
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.m.c•enitude between the obse.r-.red a-;.d theoretical curves is of no signifi-
cation; only the shape of the curve is :il~portant. 
TABLE ·N 
DJJ.:ci·:Sim~s Ol" SIHPLK GEOI·::t./rR.IC FQI~; .. ~s 1'1-ID liAGNI~IC SUSCEPTIBILITlBS 
USED IN THE EVALUATION OF 'rHE V".d-ITICAL }Ii .. GNETIC l.NTE}ISITIES 
Radius Depth Sus cept.ibili ty 
Sphere (feet). (feet) (ces units) 
500 1.000 2.7 x lo-3 
1000 2000 7.2 x lo-3 
2000 3000 13.1 x lo-3 
! 4000 90.0 X 10-3 ! 
Radius Depth 
Horizontal Cylinder (feet) (feet) 
500 1000 2.7 X 10-3 
. 1000 2000 7.2 X 10-3 
2000 3000 13.1 X 10-3 
4000 90.0 X 10-3 
Vertical Sheet Hidth Depth 
Heigth 
(feet) (feet) (teet) 
1000 1000 3000 2.7 X 10-3 
2000 2000 6000 7.2 X 10-3 
3000 3000 9000 13.1 X 10-3 
4000 4000· 12000 90.0 X 10-3 I 
Vertical Cylinder Radius Depth Height (feet) (feet) (feet) 
1000 1000 500 13.1 x lo-3 
2000 2000 1000 90.0 x lo-3 
I 3000 3000 2000 • I . 4000 4000 
The vertical magnetic intensity over buried vertical cylinder, ver-
tical~ polarized can be readily determined with the use of a solid angle 
chart as that presented by Nettleto~ (20) shown in figure 16. Figure 17 
shows the theoretical vertical intensity over a buried·vertical.cylinder 
outcropping at the .Precambrian surface. Among all the profiles constructed 
SOLID ANGLES FOR HOR!ZOt-lTAL CIRCULAR DISCS 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
FOR GRAVITY EFFECTS FOR MAGNETIC EFFECTS 
(rOk VERTICAL POLARIZATION ONLY) t---x 






=w I XI0 5 ..Y 
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10.0 5.0 4.0 3.0 ' 2.0 .1.5 . 1.0. 0.~ 0.2 ' 0.1~ 
Z/R. 
Fig. J.6 Solid angle chart forcalculating·pavitational and maguetic effects for.discs and cylinders, respectively. (Based in part on Bice 
Pclini, Atti Accad. Lincei. Clasae sci. u. mat. nat. u, n6-a:u (I9JO) and in part on Unpublished graphical calculations. by H. M. Evjen, at 
Gulf R.escarch It Development Co.)· · · . · .. 
. (after Nettleton, 1942) 
... ·. 
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T T 0 1. 2 mi. 
t 
1 
1+----R I R I 
Fig. 17• Theoretical Vertical Intensity Hagnetic Anomaly over Buried Vertical Cylinder; Z = 2400 feet 
R = 3.0 miles, t = 2,0 miles. 
-3 6 ~k =4.40 x 10 c.g.s. units, Hz= 0,53 oersteds. 
t 
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with the solid angle chart, this is the one that most closely s~~ulates 
the profile CC' of the Belton anomaly shown in figure 9. 
Figure 18 shows the theoretical vertical magnetic intensity created 
the interaction of four vertical cylinders, vertically polarized, as com-
pared with the profile ·cc• of the Belton anomaly (Fig. 6). Among all the 
possible combinations of the dimensions shovm on Table IV, for the specific 
cases of moderate and high magneo;;.ic susceptibility rocks, the profiles 
shown in figure 18 are the ones that best simulate the profile CC' of the 
Belton anomaly. 
Analzsis of the Results 
Because the broad anomaly is probably the interaction of several 
smaller ones, it is difficult to study each one singly, without the inter-
ference of the magnetic field created by its neighbors. 
As the magnetic response decreases with the depth to the source of 
disturbance, the southeast anomaly studied above, showing the maximum mag-
netic intensity, is caused by a shallowernw.gnetic body than the others, 
if the same magnetic character and d~"llensions are assumed. 
With exception of profile 2 of figure 13, and profile 1 and 2 of 
figure 14, the depth to the magnetic body is 3000 and 1..000 feet. These 
values are concordant vdth the de:pth determined analytically by the "slope 
method", 3650 feet. In.the case of spherical magnetic bodies, the depth 
to its uppermost surface is 2000 to 3000 feet. 
Profile of figure 17 is created by a vertical cylinder, vertically 
polarized with a three mile horizontal radius, a vertical thickness of 
two miles, a susceptibility of 4.8 x lo-3 cgs units, ·Nith its upper sur-
face 2400 feet below the topographic surface. The physical constants of 
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Fig. 18. Theoretical vertical magnetic intensity caused by interaction of fom· vertical cyli!)ders, 
vertically polarized, c.s compared vlith the profile CC' of the Belton anom:!ly. 
l•hK=90.xl0-3cgs Z=4000 1 R=l000 1 T=l000 1 1=6250 1 H=-0.5J6oel'stcds 




character intermediate between granite and gabbro, outcroppi...'"'lg at the sur-
face of the Preca.T.brian basement. 'l'hi"s theoretical profile is compared \d th 
figure 6. Ho\'rever, as noted before, the broad anomaly consists of discon-
tinuous s~aller anor.~lies, and therefore it is unwise to ass~T.e a huge 
sinele homogeneous magnetic body as the only responsable for the Belton 
magnetic anomaly. Besides, inforr.ation from wells that penetrated the base-
ment reveal that the magnetic susceptibility of the crystalline rock is 
much lower than that assumed above. 
Figu.re 18 sho~.-rs the profiles of the relative magnetic intensity created 
by the interaction of fotir vertical cylinders, vertically polarized. Two 
distinct possibilities can be considered. First, that of magnetic bodies 
having a susceptibility constrast of 90.0 x lo-3 cgs units, with a 1000 
feet .horizontal radius, a vertical thickness of 1000 feet, with their upper 
surface 4000 feet below the topographic surface, with their vertical axes 
separated by a horizontal distance of 6250 feet along the north-south direc-
tion. The physical constants of such bodies match those of magnetite deposits 
emplaced 1600 feet below.the present Precambrian surface. 
The second possibility is that of magnetic bodies having a susceptibi-
lity contrast of 13.1 x 10-3 cgs units, with a 4000 feet horizontal radius, 
a vertical thickness of 2000 feet, with their upper surface 3000 feet below 
the topographic surface, with their vertical axes separated 6250 feet along 
the north-south direction. The physical constants of such bodies match those 
of diabase lenses or sills intruded 600 feet below the present Precambrian 
surface. 
L;.8 
. VIT. CO!~CLUSIONS 
Conclusions that can be drai'm from the magnetic survey and interpre-
tation of the data present in th~s repurt are as follows: 
1. It is not possible that the Belton rnagnetic anoma~ is related to 
the st1~cture of the sedimentary strata of the area. 
2. The magnetic a.noma~ of the area is not caused by the granitic 
rock of the basement • 
.., 
..J• The broad Belton anomaly is probab~ the interaction of several 
smaller anomalies. 
4. The areas of greatest magnetic intensities are located in Sec. 3 
and 4, T45N, R32Vl, and Sec • .33 and 34, T46N, R32"11; in Sec. 26 and 27, T46N, 
R3~'l; in Sec. 24 and 25; T46N, R3.3H; and in Sec. 1, T45H, R3,3VJ. These are 
listed in order of decreasing magnetic intensity. 
5. Base~ on analytical determination, the source of the southeast mag-
netic disturbance (Sec. 3 and 4, T45N, R32l;J, and Sec. 33 and 34, T46N, 
R3Z.1) is 3650 feet below the topographic surface, or 1250 feet below the 
Precambrian surface. 
6. The central part of the Belton anomaly shows a magnetic low, and 
the areas of greater n1agnetic response surround this central low and are 
no more distant than three miles from the center of the broad anomaly. The 
circular character of the magnetic contours of the Belton anomaly is the 
result of this distribution. 
7. An indirect method of depth estimation shows that the source of 
the main magnetic anoma.~ (southeast anomaly) ranges from 3000 to 4000 
feet for the most common rock types that could cause such anomaly. 
8. Diabase lenses or sills having 4000 feet horizontal radius, a ver-
tical. thickness of 2000 feet, with their upper surface. 3000 feet below the 
topographic surface could give rise to small ma~etic anomalies such as 
those that make up the broad 3elton anomaly. 
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9. Eagnetite deposits 111ith 2000 feet horizontal diameter, a vertical 
thickness of 1000 feet, with their upper surface 4000 belm"f the topoeraphic 
surface can also eive. rise to magnetic ~or.'-'llies such as those that mn.l{;e up 
the broad Belton anomaly. · 
10. The area co~d have·fairly large magnetite bodies, but at a relative-:-
ly ereater depth than is now mined economically. 
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APPENDIX B 
COR.."ttECTED 1-IAGN:E.TIC FIELD DATA 
Projecf~ss C~llunrr.,t~y~.~I~u·iBs~s~ot~u~'1L-------------------------------~--------~ Sheet 1 of 22 
Location Cass County, l.!issouri Date June 10, 1964 
Instrument Ruska Scale Constant 95 t/ s~D. Computer N. Cha.'":1on 
----~----------------
.. 
;.,-.- ":.'.-·. ;.. . . ~ -~ ..... ;", 
· _, .,..R e a d i n g Magnet Mag. Temp. Temp. Diur. Lat. Lon. Relat1ve Station Time RMag lntens:t. E- W Ave. Size Up .Pos. Corr. oc Corr. Vor. Corr. Int. (~) 
·"= 
J3tUf!. I z:45 6~.g 6(l.g 6 C1. _t-1 J/.~3532 N 28 
I .: ,3:00 CG-2 65.3 66-2 II ,, ,, 
... 
z .3:10 64.5 64.S 64.S If /1 " Because Base I was inadeoua -~ u .. 
3 3:45 65".9 0S.~ ~5.f 4- I( ,, I I 
-· 
I 
4 1:00 65.5 6$.1 cs. 6 lr q ,, all these \ralue. we:r-~ __ rec_t:J.CP:.ate~. to . ase !:!: __ 
5 4: /(J c1.7 6-1.5' ~4.C (I It ~ 
~--- ------






I -7 <!f:4t> 65". 6 65'S b"S.S /1 ,, {( 
- I 
f 4:So 6':S". 7 GS:9 6"5. t II 1/ ,, .. I 
I 9 5:oo C4.! . GS. o 64-9 II " I (I 
---
' 
/0 s:;o GS.S cs:7 65.6 /r ,, ,. 
II S":?c 51·3 G-1. I 64-2 II • ,, 
... 






Project Cass County, M~ssour1 2 of 22 Sheet ______________ ~ 
Location Cass County, 1.Iissouri June, 11, 1964 Dote _______ _ 
Instrument Ruska 
----~----------------
Scale Co nsf ont 95 7'/ s.n. Computer 1~. Chmnon 
.. 
<r,• •;, .. ·. ·.. . . •• ~ ..... ,;"i . -~ ·y Re ad in g Magnet Mag. Temp. Temp. Diur. Lat. Lon. Relat1ve 
RMag Station Time E W Ave. Up Pos. Carr. oc Carr. Vor. Corr. lntens1t. Int. ((f) Size 
---. 
/3a<Je ff 'J:f;O (02.1 62.0 6c. o ~.3532 N Z9 5$'90 ,?.,5 4 .Z5 0 - 1:/.g 57J'C 8~.:? 
/~ .: 7:~5 66'.0 6'1! 61/.9 /I I/ ,, 6115 ,2f -1--20 -2 - IIi (,o 6S J~ll 
' 13 7:5$ 65.'/ 65.2 65.3 //. If , 
_H_ 6:?. oa o21f + ,?.0 -3 - l.tS 60.95 /151-
Fl f:o.s 65:9 66.0 ;6.0 II , ,, ..... .~ 6.2 70 .€¥ + .20. -3 - !-29 6/SR /,2/L/ . 
f:;o (!) IS 6'1 (J 611.2 6tf./ 1/ II II ~ to!Jo ,21/ + :20 -lf - /3'1 5"9'12 /02? (ll 
··-~ 
/6 ['::Jo 65.3 61/.g 65.1 I, If ,, ~· Gl.f'l .2'1 -+.2() -5 - 1'10 60.5'9 !115 
8:iio (;~ /7 6/.6 Gig 6/.7 It I• h 5"tf61 :<I( .f- ~0 -6 - !"/._') 5'1.30 7tf6 I 
If f:'f5 62.0 c;. G 6/. I h . II It 0 . 5!'71 ~f ..,.. .to -'1 - J$0 573lf . . 790 0 
/.9 ?:55 6/./ 60·! 6tJ. g It II II ~ 0 57tf.S .$'! + JO -'1 -;56 .56 t(~ 6gJ' 
.... 
-20 g:os to.3 ·6o.6 6&.5 1/ II • ct 3'7'17 .ilf +:to -! - J/i5 .5601( . 660 
v 
:21 9:2o 59.2 t>g.c sg.l! II , It Pl 5'~/f.; £.5 + :t.5 -.J - 152 .5So7 56.3 
",2,2 !} :,3!J~ 60./ 59.!) 60.0 ,, 1-' .?700 :26 +- Jo -9 - /f/6 557..5 6.J/ It , 
.23 9:lf5 5S:S' 55.7 S5.6 , ct 5"21'2. .:26 1- .30 - /~1 516/ ~17 ( -1') It II Pl -:-10 
.. 
,/llf JO:.fo 1'5'·1 6'~5 61/.8 
,..,. 
615'6 ,2'/ 
-1-.15 -"t/J - I.JO //07 
" 
" 
,, 0 60S! 
ea~e ff /0:,30 62./ 6c.o 62.() ,, II ,, til 5!.9o + dS ~1 -II - /.:?f/ - -
·.2.5' ;o:~o 6.3 . .? 6.3.5 63.6 ,, ,, ,, 60~/!. 21 +as 
-1.3 - /.,?0 59'10 .9..9C 
~6 /0·:5S 6R.,3 Gc.f 62.5' It ,, h 5"9.37 ~1 + ,35' -If! - ;23 5836 !'!}If 
. .27 //.'()$ 61.5 6/ . .!J ~/. 7 ,, 
" 
,, 5tf6t 27 .,. .J.!i 
-I$ - /13 5168· ·g;:v 
~og[letic:t:Fie-1 d Datc.v (¥) not reliable 
Vt 
(I) 
Project Cass Countyt· l.Iis?ouri Sheet 3 of 22 
Location Cass County Date June 11, 1964 
Instrument Euslca Scale Constant 95 fl. S.D. Computer lJ. Chamon 
-----
<>··'···: ··. _·--·•·' 'Reading Magnet . ;,;ag. R Temp. Temp. Diur. Lat.Lon.J·, Relol1ve 
Station Ttme E \ W I Ave. Size jupi.Pos. Corr. Mag oc Corr. Yor. Corr. tt'i•enstt. Int. (~) 
.;.J? 
I l . 
11:15 I Gd.l I 62.7 I 62. g I #d'53ZI ;V 28 5.975 ~7' 
.29 -' 1/:30 I 62.91 63.1 I 63.0 I II I II 28 59rf5 £7 
30 ;;:'151 G3. 0 I 63.lf I 63.2 I // I ,, f! 8 I tj I too f( 2! 
Cll 
:z f' I 10 I b.f99 
"' 
.2!' 12: OOI 6.2.:/. I 62.0 I 6.2./ Bad.ZZ If q 
~---4-1:~~ 6oo_~l_6o_.~~· ~--~~~ 
.• ;:: 15 5~s-l st.J I . _ I I . 60.(( I ~o.z I d I • I :/J' I ~ 157/9 I ,30 ·I t.!  8tr,  ,, t, I ~f ~ ·155671 31 
_fj) 
-t$5 1- It 
- /08 5r:J'J'/j 
+.3s 1- .zo - /02 .f't.9f 
+Lfo 1- 2! - g7 5S26 
+ 'lrJ I - :Z.!l 
- !.f9 
S6i6 - 1-28 
-'----+---
+so 1- :15 






33 1::cs 6o.5J 60.f t/J.b _I 11 " .2f I · · S '757 3! +55 J- ;11 - /:ZI L SC 6.3 1~_71 !}_, 
3¥ f:3b' 60.'1 160.6 C 0.5 • · " .2! §.__ S71J7 32 _ + 6o 1-.2/ · 117 .< 6 62 _J · . ~If 
35 ;:Ljo 6/.tl 61 I GI.Z 1' ' .2! _§ S!''!'l 32 + (o ~ 29 -· !/0 5''/96- o.S! 
. --r--· l 
36 /.'$0 6/.b 6/// ~/.5 II 11 .2{ . g 5tf/f2 J2 -~-~.~ ~.,2g - j(J5 57~8 cf2'/ 
37 2:oo 61..3 61'1 GIS '' 1' .2! f_, 5!'12 32 + 6o· -:e.g - gg S77'1 cf3o 
,..... 
.1<1 I Z:os ;l}.f 61.1 60.0 t' fl . • u v1 57oo 32 + 6o - .~J - gs 3G.3G 6.Jc 
39 I 2.·zo .59.5 GIJ. o .59. f '' ~ aPt ~ .56f7 32 -1- ~o - Jo - .93 $b 2'1 0 fo 
'IO I.Z:..15l57.?l57./lb7.fl " 1, I .;tf I g j5'191l .3.; l+6o 1-Jo 1-92 I 5113.? I 1g1 
VJ 
'II J.e:ssl6t.olr;!.JI6!.1l·" 1~ I ~J' I lstor I.Jz l+6o 1-32 l-1.35 I 56.97 I 753 
' ,B<Ue -"I 3'05 6J? I 62.0 62.1 ' ' .2/ 15.1'99130 I+ 50 1- JJ I ~2 l.;.:.<s 59.7 se.1 59.7 , It &?/ 5'"677 ~9 .,."'s - Jf - /.32 --1 55 5< 60cf 
~a 
.3: fo I 6o . .3 I Go. 2 I Go.2 
" 
It l .Jf 57t9 I E8 I-.! f5 1- 'I; I- !37 55J?S f.l/2 
M'cr"g[l e_trt:t; F i c.J d 0 a tcv 
V1 
•.:) 
Project Cass County, r.:issouri 
Location Cass County, I!iGsouri 
lnstrum en f_.::.R.:.:u:::.s.:.:.ka::o.·--------- Scale Constant 95 i/s.n. 
~! .. ··· • .. -- . . . 
.. .... . .. ~ 
., ···Reading Magnet . Mag. 
RMag 
Temp . Temp. Station Time Up .Pes. Corr. oc Corr. E · W Ave. Size 
1'1 3:50 59.2 S9.2 59.2 II~ .35.32 N crf 6 562f 30 -f 50 
'I~ .: {/: (}O S!.9 5g,; S!/.0 5/"0S 3o +50 
! 
¥6 'f:Jo 59.6 5!1.2 S9.'1 t:J Sb"'/3 .30 . +50 
'11 q:£5 5"9.J? Go.o S.J.9 ('l 5"6 .9o 3! +-55 t;_1 
tj 
.'If 1{:35 S9.1! 59.G 59.5 5C52 32 + {"~. ({) ,_ 
-~ -· ·-·--
'lj 'f."l/5 Sf. 'I 5J'./ 5! . .3 o' 553? .32 f- 6o ...... ;., 
so S:oo to. I 60-3 Go.2 I 5719 .3! +-55 
Sl 6tJ.I 6 (J. (J 0 5100 3! 5.'/() GfJ.tJ g -(- 5fJ 
... 
52 5:~() 59.3 59.() 59.1 ~i g !76 I 'I .;I -IS5 
53 s:'fo 5!.6 '5~, 5!.6 cl- 55'6'/ 31 f55 r. 
S'l s:so 57.! 57.! 57.! r. .§l;r· I I • I 31 t 55' 
..... 
- I 
S5 6:(}() S!'. 7 59.{} 5!.9 1:' ~·. ' 31 i ~.5 (.I) ........ · 
c+ 
... 
56 G :Jo 5'9.1 .5/. g .f9.o fD .6.,, 
.3o -t- 5o c+ 
" ·-··· 
.... 
S7 6 :ZO S?. 7 .5/.9 5/.f g ,5'j, 30 + 5'tl 
- . [Jl 
S'l 6:3o S!J.lf sg.c sgs .§65'2 
.3o +so 
!Jet# .1/ 6:'15 62.6 Gc.g 62.7 S9S6 
.3:; -f 50 
Magr:~etic~:Fiel d Dotcv 
Sheet 4 of 22 · ·-
Date Jtme 11, 1964 
Computer __ N. Cha_r:l_on ____ . 
r•iur. Lat. Lon. Relattve 
Var. Corr . lntenstt. Int. (~) 
-'It -/3£ I 5'/gz 5'11 
-'If - llf7 5'16 0 5/t 
-51 
- !35 5507 563 
-52 - 1.2'1 55 c.? 6.2S . 
.. 
-- ~'>-5 - 11/1 3"5.:>'a.., sg~ 
... 
- pO - lt'J'I Sf.YI .lf9o 
·----- ---·-·-
-62 -/Of SCOtf bbt? 
-----
-65 
- /03 5587 . . 6'13 
- G! - 97 55ol/ 5"60 
.. _ 
- 73 - !J; 5.11Sf . Sfl/ 
-to 
-
.9o 5376 /1,:}2 
- !o - !)5 5'175 531 
- J'2 - ;oo 5'173 529 
-1'1 -/OS 5!J'/7 503 
- fS 
- /12 $.!J05' '161 
--
- 9o - - --
C'-
0 
Project Cass County I.:issouri ~~~~~~------------------------------------ Sheet 5 o:t 22 
Location Co.ss County, His so uri Date :rune 12, 1964 
Instrument Ruska Scale Constant 95 .Y/ S.D. Computer N.Cho.non 
.. 
":#-.·" .. . . 
' .,. ·R e a d i n g I .. _. ·•! Magnet Mag. Temp. Temp. Diur. Lat. Lon. Relattve 
RMag Station Time r.- Up .Pas. Carr. oc Co~r. Vor. Corr. lntens1t. Int. un w Ave. Size 
- --
Bt:Ue 1! f·fo 62.5 C.<.? 62.7 !(!3SB2 # 2? 5956 .23 + 15 0 - 129 SI'Y2 8f2 
· S9 .: /:55 6'11' b~{ '1'.7 It It 
,, 
C!f6 :(3 r IS -2 
- /21 6t).:J,f' /03/ 
-
g g:t)S 6S:! Gs:t; bS.b II II . 62:JZ o23 +IS -3 - /.23 6!21 tiel ,, t--l 
II 1-'• I __ g_: IS l{.lj C6.b 6C.5 II II ~ &317 _.23 +IS - 5' - 127 6 2 {)() 12 (l 0 . 
II ro .Ba~ei g:$0 65".f 6S:~ cs:t It ,, 1::1 {232 .2.3 of 15 -8 ·- /32. 0/tl7 /!01 (I) ~-I-'· d - -· 3 fl:t;o ts:g {5:9 C5:.'J ,, 11 II · (ZGo .u + 15 _g - 1/G 6/50 !/So ...., 
\V 
f g::;s 65:5' GS. 7 t;5.{ It II II I CZ;12 .2) -liS - ICJ . - /1/ 6126 1!26 




b /0:/0 'S.{ cs.z bS.i/ It ,, 11 f:t ;2 1.3 .2$ +IS -12 - /0() 6116 /116 0 
.. 
7 jCJ:J5 6t./ 65:7 G5.!J ~ ,, 
" 
c+ C26o .23 +1s 
-· /'f - .97 6!6f . /!6'/ 
v 
I /0:35 65': 7 6S. 7 '5'. 7 ,, ,, II Al ~2L/I -23 + IS· - /6 - !17 6FI.J /1-f/3 




62 /j; .23 + 15- - 18 -/02 C/.JC 11.1( 
_, .. 
-
It/ ;o: s-o cs.o 6$/.6 bf, f h ,, II c+ ~IS' ~ .;~ + IS - 19 - /07 bO~S /04S 
II II :Oo 6f.J 6'1.1 6'1. 2 , ,, 'I 
..... 
8 60!/.9 .. 2$ + /5 - "20 -/13 S9/'l .9rf1 
60 /1:/S Cb-/ 65:Y C~.tJ ,, {t 
,, C/l 
6270 
.llf + .20 -· 21 - /21( C;"-15 1145 
61 II: $o t3.0 62.! b2.!l ,, II •I 5"J75 .1'1 + ,2t? 25 - /19 515! P51 
6.t II: "'lo 6o.5 to.9 ttJ.7 ~ ,, 11 57SC .2S + .?S -27 - 1/t 56'/f? t''IJ' 
63 1/:§o" S9.'f 5'!J.( 5"9.7 II ,, ,, Sb5Z .26- -f .25 - 21' - /1'1 -f 5.5-35 . . ·s3S 
Magl)etlc:<.:Field Dato·' 
c·, 
, . .J 
Project Cass Couuty, ?.fiss::>uri Sheet 6 of' 22 
Location Cass County Date June 12, 1964 
Instrument Ruska 
------~------------
Scale Constant 95 fl_s.D. Computer N. ChaJ:1on 
.. 
-
-j..-.r.-·;,.-. ·'. .. 
····· .;: . ·~ ·;· Re ad in g Magnet .. Diur. Lat. Lon. Relot1ve Mq. 
RMag 
Temp. Temp. 
Station Time Up Corr. oc Corr. Var . Corr. lntens1t. Int. nn E· w Ave. Size .Pos. 
-
-
-l 13cue.JZ /2:05 62.7 G?.9 G2.8 /l.'j5j2. N 28 59b6 .25 + .25 -30 -
6~ .: /2:55' 62.lj 62.& 62.5 II It It 5937 :25" .f .25' -5o - 1.:33 5779 77.9(*): 
-
65. /:tO G$.2 65.·t; GS-3 1/ It It t:l 6203 .2S -1-.25 - 5'3 - II'/ GOG/ /06/ I 
{/l 6036 ;().:J6. 
., 
.66 /:20 65.0 ~5'.2 6S.f 
" 
It II . ID blrf'l .2S +.JS -5f -/IS 
~ 
~? /-'3P 66.2 bb.O tr..; It It ::s 627.9 ..26- +..25 -Go - /.20 G/.tf II~'/ " Vl 
o' 61' /.'L/5 b$.i GS:g Gs.g If ,, It 1-' . 6260 .26- -1· :25 - Gf .:. 1.26 (; 0.91 /0..9/ 
'" 
69 .2:06- GG.iJ 6(.3 CG . .1 ,, " II I G2!J~ .2S ..f .2S -75 - /80 C/1? /!lrf 
----
7.0 f:55' 66.? 6t:. 7 1/ lr 0 6336 c25 -f .2S -7S - 1.3S /:15/ ·!IS! CC.7 ,, . g 
§ 1--· ···---
·'!! .?:2o ~6.9 GC.7 (,c. cf It ,, It 8 C.i4& .25 -I-:2S -fJ - /3$" G/5'3 115"3 
72 2:.35 61.r .bl.b G/.7 1/ It It ~ 5tf£/ ~5 -1- .2~- ·- t!6 - 15'7 5'67'3 . C13 
73 2:45 6/. g h/.9 6/. g It It /I e. 5"rfl'o ..Zb -t- .3o· - Jo -!Sf 566-1 657 
..... 
-
~r 3:oo 6:1.9 G1. I G1.tJ If It • It .6(}f/() .27 .-~ .ls -.9s- - /5'2 o-;'GJ !'63 [/) 
ct ~s J>:os 65'.2 GS:o &s.l It It It fll 6!1'1 ~7 + 3s -97 - 1<11 S97S g7s c+ 
1-'• 
76 ,J: IS 6G./ 66./ 6C.I /1 
" 
It g 627!l 27 .J. .35 -1o2 
- 11J Goc.J /063 
ro 
77 .3:25 69.9 05./ £$.o II It It b'/75 .C7 + .35 - 105 - /SO 5fJS5 g5s 
-71 3:.1o 66:(} b~.! 64.9 II ,, ,, 6/~S ~7 -1- .35 -/0/ - /5/ .5991 941 
79 3:40 64.1 63.9 C.lf.o It ,, If 6o/'CJ .27 t 3S -/12 - /53 5?50 f/50 
. ·lo ---
.3.'55 65:1 GS.C Gs. 7 II It It C21/ .26 +3o -!If - ;4/ &"oos· . /005 
. . . 
. . ' -:. .1 • "1 9. Data 
a-.. 
n 
Project Ca.ss Count~r, J.iise.:>uri Sheet 7 of 22 
Location~s count~r, l,!isr;cn•ri Date Juhe 12, 1964 
lnstrument __ ~R~u=s~~:~a~------------- Scale Constant 95 t"/ S.D._ Computer ~:;. Chamon 
.. 
. ~ .... · · ...... ·. . . . .. . .... ;: ) ' 
·o .,.. R e a d i n g Magnet Mag. Temp. Temp. Oiur. Lat. Lon. Relattve 
RMag Station Time Up Pos. Corr. oc Corr. Var. Corr. lnlenstt. Int. (o) E- W Ave. Size 
I' I Lf:tJS b/f. {) G12 6-1.1 11.~3532 IY 21' 6tl?5 .16 +3o -;,to .... 14g 5!50 tf'50 
BtU£ :zt 4':3o 62.? 6.:3.1 6.?.9 II /I (/ 6a7o .2G t 3o -!$5 - --
- I 
' 1'2 ~:So 6/.1 C/2 61.3 It ,, It t:j 5/23 .2.5 +25 -l~o - 139 55Rg . 5 tf!} I "~'· (IJ 
·I f>3 . · 5;·00 6t/.(l 60.2 6()./ ,, II II ~ 57og :JS +!!S -J/9 ~ 112 5./f 73 ~1'13 ' 
IJ 
Pf 5':10 59.6 59.8 59.7 /I ,, It -~L- _5671 . .2.5 + 25' -/II - 1--1? .5-137 -131 
--1-------
o' 117 ··1'5' 5:2o 59.4 S9.b sg.s ,, 
" 
II ~ . 5652 .2.5 + <5 _/07 -/53 S.-</!7 
·-
1'6 §:3o 5"9.-9 5g.R S3.,3 It /1 It I SG:J3 .:;s +2$ - 102 - 17) 53 J>.:J .1!.:? 
0 .. 
tf7 .5".'"'10 5"8.5 S8.3 S<f.4 ,, . II , 0 5'51/f .25 + 26 - gs - !Gt; S.314 ' .31-1 !=1 
8 
J7? S:45 SG.o S6.2 ,5"6.1 It ,, II 0 §3.2!1 .25 t.?.S -!J'I - !13 $017 71' ' ::s 
-
.. 
K9 555' 6{)./ . 6 tJ. "-1 co.c " /( t c+ 5757 25' +cs - R7 - !R'I 5S!/ . 51! 0 
·------'--
----
!JO G.Ot? 5'/. "1 57.() S"7.Z. ,, ,, It ~ 5"131 ~s I-.,2S 
- .P7 - 1.?.3 5'/f!J 11'.9 
-----
.9; 6.15' ,?!l.tf .s·!J.C S!/.7 II ,, It til -5't7J ,25 -lc25' -71 -171 S117 447 
3cue . .JZ G.Jo ~:J.2 6.:J.S' C.:J.3 ,, II 
" 






McigDeticl:FieJ d DatO·' 
-
1 0' \...) 
Project Cass County, I.riss~uri Sheet 8 of 22 
Location Cass County, !:issouri Date June 13, 1964 
Instrument Ruska 
----~----------------
S c a I e C on s t o n t 9 5 IJ. s. D. c 0 m p u t e r r1 , GL.:J:lon 
-----------------
-~:~--- ··.- .. -_ . . 
.... - - ·' ~ 
., -~· Re ad in g Magnet Di ur. Lat. Lon. Relottve Mag. 
RMog 
Temp. Temp. Station Time 
E I W I ~ve. Up P0~. Corr. oc Corr. Var. Corr. lntens1t. Int. (o) Size 
-
.8a£ _7Z 7:S~ 65.J 63./ 63.2 11!3532 N 28 6t?04 .2tJ ../... .{0 0 - ;.zg 5tF.95 842 
---·-
.92 .: /:/() bb.2 6C-O G6./ II {I /1 G27.9 f<1 + :20 -f I - /17 CJtf.:J /130 
-" ~-·-
I 93 !:-20 C6.G cc.f CP-7 II I{ ,, tJ f:J.. 633£ .2-1 + ~0 +.( - /lrf h .Z1'tl l/f7 .I 
(il .I 
!J'I f:..($ 67. {} t"C.! 66·9 It " 1/ ~~ 6;?55 24 +~o f· 3 - !19 G Zb-!J !206. ! 
----------r-· -- -----J t:S 
1 0c276 !.223 .96" J7::3o G7.2 (/.o 67. I It h (/ w 637-1 :2.4 -1- .:J (} -1-3 - 12! c·· ,, 
-· -
--o' ------- - --------
g, f:4o £7./f' 67. G 6J.S , t{ It !-' · C-112 .83 .f-/5 -1- 3 __ //5 I b3!5_ ;26<-;' (ll 
---
t9.f I G!J.S ------.97 {': S"O {!J{ ,, II {I I 6602 c23 tIS -{- 'l - 1/0 , G.5' !I 1158 
CC.6 I G6.l ---n -------------~--.91' rf':5S 61.0 It · I{ If 0 G31G .t3 + IS' +4 - Ill G 25/ 1 • !2(}/ cl kJ -----
. b/b~,~-~~115 --. .9'9 fl.·oo 65'.6' 6b. (J 65'. g ,, ,, ,, 0 62&0 -23 +IS +S -112 
.. -
~ 
/tJt/ 9:/v bb.l . 6C./ bb-/ 11 ,, 
" 
tt t:279 c!?_g + l.f>- -1- 6 - /17 G/83 ' //30 0 
--
/fJj g.-;s 6C.2 G?.l/ 66.3 It It ,, ~ {2!J!> .'2:7 -t 15· +£ - 1<.3 G/gb 1143 
---!-'-
1 62g2 j(),t g:zs 67-4 6'7.3 67.3 n (/ " trJ G393 c<:3 + 15 +6 - I.?.< /239 
/tJ) g:.;o Gb.tt bb.!' G?.7 It If It p:! 6336 -1-15 t+ -2.3 +~ - /.26 623/ j/78 
/Of( 9:45 ;:.4 6b.C Gt.s 0 C.317 e{}j -r'7 - 1.31 0..?!)/ /155 It II • ~ + 15 
10$ g:.?s b7 (J CG.,f 6C . .9 {( ,, , ~.JS5 -2.2 + /0 "f 7 -133 623!J llcflb 
106 /tJ:oo 66.9 CG.7 Gb. <f It {I It 6316 :2.,:; -+ /() +7 - /.JL/ G22.9 // ?'b' 
101 10-'20 C'S:2 G5.1 65:3 It ,, It £2o.3 <?,2 -I- /0 + 7 - /.iS b 0/.5 /0.32 
/0/' 10:2.5' C1..9 C7.7 07. J? "· I' ,, 0147 ..?~ "f 10 + 7 - 1.?1 0 3.35 . - 12?3 ' 
Mogl)et\c~:Fie.ld Dotc:F · 
0' 
~--
Project Oass County, !.rissouri Sheet 9 of 22 
Location Cass Cot.Ulty, l·~issouri 
.~----------------------~------------------
Date June· 1::., 1964 
Instrument Ruska 
--~~----------
Scale Const ont 95 i/ S.D. Com putcr -·- N .. _._c_h_ru_nc_' .. n ___ _ 
.. 
~:.. . . . ' ..-•. . . . . . ~ ~- #. ··: -~ .... Reading Magnet . Temp. Di or. Lot. Lon. Relattve ·Mag. 
RMag 
Temp. Station Time Size Up Po_s. Corr. oc Corr. Var. Corr. lntenst1. Int. ( o) E- W Ave. 
- -
28 'l -fOg ;o:35 65".-1 ,s.c 6S:S l/.''.35.3c N 622.5' 22 +!o + '7 -124 G!/8 lOGS 
l/0 .: /0:45 G4./ 63.9 64-0 II II II 6 (Jtf () £2 +10 -1-8 ~ ;25 5.913 92q_ 
-
Ill !0:50 6,3.3 G3. I 63.2 /I It II t.::J GtJo4 22 +IO -i-8 - 120 59t?2 . cf1 !J 
-
/1.2 il: Oo 6,2.6 62-4 G.:?. S It II 
{il 
.5 9:57 !!. 2 +10 +P - 1/4 S.f41 711' .. /I ~ §-
6 ;4i'l ,2 !2. ... -· --113 Jj: /0 61./? G4.G 64.1 il ,, ,, {il f /0 -1-f 
- /03 60(./ 1oo? I ---:·~ f-·--· .. ----~---
1/4 II: !5 6/.1 Go.9 Cl-0 It 0' 5'1.9.5 2~ +IO -1-f - ;/6 6'(':'fl1 6/11 II II 1-' . !-'---- E!-- f--· - --~--- 1----·-··-
115 !I :.25" G0.5' Go.3 GfJ.4 ,, If 'It I S73t 22 +!o +g -111 5640 6"?7 
.. .. 
!16 ;;: .35 6(}.2 Go.z Go.< II 0 5719 .2.2 flo +.9 -!11 .'!iG20 . $.C? II . tj 0 , .. 
t.· -
/1: 45' 59-! sg.g a 5G9o ~tP .flO 
-f!J 55?6 sas II'! bO.O ,, " It 0 - 1.?.3 . ~i. ...,... 1-·----
Bau .zr !2 .'/0 63.1 . 63.2 6.3.2 II It " ~ poo1 ,e:;., +!o -flO --- - -
-
Iff I :05 6G.7 66.~- tGJ fl k It ~ 6jZ7 ZB +15• 0 - Jt!' 0 02o2 /149 




m 6Z79 Z3 +IS 0 - 11.!! 615:!. /099 
ct 
IJO /.'20 G6.! 66.J? CG.rf If ,. ,, .Ill 63--'Jb 23 +15 -I 
- !37 6~23 1170 ('t 
1-'o 
/.?,/ /:Jo 63. b 6.5-f 65-7 ,, tt " 0 6t41 /!.3 f/5' ;.z -143 611/ ;os? 1:1 
til 
14.t /:3S 61·6 61-f 64-7 II II II 6116 21 +20 -2. -141 Go2o 967 
·/~J /.'4$ 6SS 65.3 cs-1 It It t• 6.2/3 2.4 +Zo -5 - 139 Got'.9 /0:3£ 
1111 ;:5$ 6~.1 G1.o 63.9 II ,, , 6o'lS 24 ~20 
-J' -1.36 695"/ 8!J! 
I..?S 2:oo 63.1 G2.9 G,3.() ,, , ,, 5fJtf5 24 +20 
-tY - /,36 5cf6/ . - ,?z;J' 
M'ctgo e tic~~ Fie. I d D a ttF -
v' V1 
Project Cass County, ~::is;:9u:!.'i 
--------------------------------------------
Sheet 10 of 22 ·-
Location Cass County, Missom•i Date June 13, 1964 
lnstrum ent Ruska Scale Constant 95 //S.D. Computer N. Cha:non 
... 
.. 
.~!r. ·_.,. . . . ~ - ~ -_;·' . 
.. , .,, R e a d i n g Magnet Mag. Temp . Temp. Diur. Lat. Lon. Relotrve Station Time 
. 
RMag Up Pos. Carr. oc Carr. Var. Corr. lntenstt. Int. (0') E · W Ave. Size 
-
1.26 2:05 63.9 63.7 63.! /Y.t:35~2. N C.B 6o6! .2'1 +20 -? -/30 5.94.:3 8Yo 
1:2'1 .: /?:15 61.6 61.1 G/.5 ,, ,, ,, .5112. .24 f.Zo -/0 - /.Z1 5725" 672 
;:J! t?:l!.O sg.7 5'9.9 sg.J' 
" 
,, ,, 
t1 S6fl 21 ·+z.o -II -!.?1' ,?5"G2 sog 
1.$9 z:ao S!J.o sg.< 5"9/ II II 
" 
en 
s-614 .25' ·U?S' -12 - /.2.9 5-9 f)j/ 4-15. tel 
~ ··- ---I]O 2:35 5'9.0 s-g_g 39./ ,, II ,, 56"!1 .25 +-:2.:5 -IZ -131 .5-1.93 440 trl ~ 
13/ 2. =4s· 5tf.1 Srf-2 5?. 3 ,, ,, . u o' 55BR .,25" 7·..25' -13 -/11 6'-/09 .;?5'6 .... . 
'" 
--
!82. 2:5'0 59.3 59.1 5'9.2 
" 
, 
" I 5~24 .zs + ,Ztl- - 1-1 - P/0 5.f.7S 44< 
1-·-·· 
IB3 ,3:0{} btJ-1 co . .9 6o. /' ,, II 0 5'776 25 r2s -It -139 5C16 . $93 ,, . g 
a:' ·---··~· 
;gf 3:05" 61.% 6/.6 6/.1 ,, /I ,, ;:l Stf6! .25 
-16 -PI/ . 572.9 67& . . g_ +.JS 
1~5' 3: It: 60.5 GtJ. 7 6(!.6 ,, ,, , ct-i'\ 575'1 25 -1·2.5 -It' -1-1' tSC!P . ,.t:'65 
1~6 3."20 G2.l 6'2.1 6Z./ ,, 
" 
,, E. ,5!9!} 26 f-30" -If -!45' 6"'1GG 713 
8a¢ JL a:4s 6'.3.8 1-' EJ1S 63.4 C$.2 t ,, It .co;3 2'1 -t-3.5" -22 - /2R 58.98 r!) 
131 6/.f G/.6 Gl-7 c+ 4:00 " , If Ill S!CI 2.7 f as -21 -J$8 s117 C6'1 .-1-
t-'• 
!3? 1 :f() ~1.2 G/. o 6/./ ,, t ,, 0 5Ro4 27 f-85' -·2o -/6-1 $6.?:5' 6o.z. t'l 
_4:/f>- en 139 ;tJ,g 6'/. I Gl.~ , t ,, S"7!7S .27 +.3S -2o -16S S6LjS 6".9.2 
140 4:25 ~() . .] 60.7 Go-5 ~ , , 5747 27 -fdS -2o -/66 S6'96 S-1.3 
-
/'II 4:30 G/.1 6o.g Gl.o ~ ,, , 5'7fJS 2.7 +.fs -/g -/60 .6-65'1 .5"..98 
----
!42 4:.8S ~/.I 6/.1 ff/.1 ,, II ,, 5!04 2.7 -1-JS" -;g -/$5' sees 6"/~ 








I 0' ~- .. 
Project Cass County, Eissour:l. S h e e t 11 of 22 
----
Location Cass CoWlty, r.:isDOll.ri Date Jun.e 1:3, 1961 
Instrument Ruska 
----~----------------
Scale ·canst ont 95 -1/ .s.D. Computer 1~. Chanon 
.. 
'~""· "o, .··,, ·. • • ,: • A • • T •) -~ ·· Reading Magn'),t Ma~. Temp . Temp. Oiur. Lot. Lon. Relot•ve . 
RMog Stat ion Time I'') 
.Pos. Corr. oc Corr. Vor. Corr. Jntens1t. Int. (Q) E W Ave. Size Uj. 
143 4.'4S 62./ 62./ G?../ #.'353::. .tV 28 StfJ9 27 t-35' -I! -/So .57tC 713 
141 .: 4.'SO 6o-9 ~II &/.0 II It II .5795 27 +:3S - /,P -15/ .5661 6of/ 
-
I !4S 5:00 6(), 0 S!J.f 5.9.!/ h , It H .56 go 27 "+.i:S" -I? -IS< SS55 . 5'02 I 
~J· 
6-Gs. ·1 /4b 5:/d 6o.7 6o.S bCJ.6 /f ~ h ~ 5'75'7 .<7 r;3s -17 -1.57 5t?i<f 
(0 
I 147 s-:17 $"9.6 sg_g 5!!.7 tt , " 1:1 56,71 .27 f-.3S -17 -16.? 5527 47'1 (.0 
-· ~· 
- 17 I -10.8 .:5 s ::11 4Trf ] 11-Jl S:20 S!J.1 S.9..fJ §fl.!' t/ " ,, ~- 3GJJI 2.7 +35 ~-
-
-. lU - -----·-- -- .. --------f.---·---I /4.!} 5:3o 6tJ.J 6'0. () Go. I t, ,, It I 570.9 /!7 f3S -15 -/61 56"62 S0.9 
~~- . 1----
-- '---·- ·-· 
.:S'tf,b 0 1· .458 I /5(? .s:Js sg.s [)9.7 It • ,, 5CG" .:27 +-,-Js -IS -I'll Sol/ I 0 I 
-g 547f~ 15/ 5':-fS o.fl.s 5'~9.3 58.-1 II , " ;:~ 5G13 :?1 +35' -13 -/g/ 0 ~ 
1.5'2 .):$(} 5rf.tf 5.9.0 5!.9 , II t, t+ 559.5' 27 -1·36" - /.;l -I!J,c .5-f..!S · 3 72. I 
.. 
I -
/53 b:oo 5!.7 5?, 5 S/.6 It ~ It 5567 27 +.:15 -lc -lg3 5'397 311 ! 
----
..... 
/5--f G:05 .5'9.4 59.e S9.:S , h , ...... 5'633 .t7 -I':J6 ... l,.e 
- 17:5 S1ef:J 1:3o 
! 
!55 6:/0 59./ .;!. (J .f'9.o II (.0 403 , ~ ~ 56(}5" 21 r3s -12 ~112 .?1'/.?G 
.. 
IS~ S9.7 59-S t+ 163 G:2o $9.3 ,, 
" 
If 1-'• i'GS2. 2'/ +J~- .:.;; -/?b 5'522 0 ! ... 
IS7 6:30 $9. 7 sg.g 59.? l:l 19~ I , f , (.0 S6tf/ 2'1 f-8S -II - IS-1 .§551 I 
G:J. 3 ! 
.3tise 7Z h:5'o 63.1 03.2 ,, 
" 






,, II , 






Project Cnss Countyj ]'f1i f; SOUJ~ i Sheet 12 u:f 22 
Locat ion Cass Cou•1.t~T ~ His som' i Date Jl.~;-13 1( ~ 1964 
--------··-
Scale Constant Computer N. Clw.rno11 
- -----·-··· -·----· 
95 I/ S. D~ instrumcr.': "1usKa 
.:- ·· ~~ . . l· . -;-~-::;·: .. ., ·y R~ ad in~ M~ct - f;1og . [-;ETemr.Tremp .. . Diur. Lai. Lon. . Relot tv_ ~! 
5.1 at 1 on T t m :; • 1 r r-. ,. ,.. R M 0 g oc C tnt e n s 1 t. 1 {· ( .. } 1 
F= IJ ~ ; -·='1= .. =4-=-s=:±=:::.'=~ -1- .;>_A_v ~S i z ~ uP P; ;· ~ 6 o ~ g .z 4 +o~~ V; r ·~ - ~ ~~ ~~ §go 1 n ;12 o '--j~ 
~ /.'f? .! f: 05 G.?. g GS: 7 65-.t '' ·- '' '' - 625; 24 l-12 0 0 . --~10 b/6/ -;o_gg-
IS!) R:l~ G6'.0 _ ~5_:_-; ~s. I ~ u · It ·. _ _ ':__ __ ~-. _ 6 / J'1 .24 ~- +Zo _ 0 -=-!06 · Go~;~ /C':lb -1 
65'.6 GS.5 , '' '' .g} 6:l:2.2 .~1 _  ~-t-2o o -/ell {;/~! ;o7g i 
_ 161 _j R go_y_$2 651 65.3 ' - -, -~ _ , J_jj : -?03 _ z -1 -~ +.Zc> o_ - 5'6 I_6;<_L __ !N-"~1 
l_?a.-:': . .1? J .$,_o_o__~ &3. 3 C3. 3~ 3 " . "± " ~ -~ · (.013 I_ 21 1-!:_o_ _ o _ -~~-- _!_ __  =--___  1 _ =-::-..___ ---·- . 
; ,-;-.2_ _\_ g.·~= t-~.2 .:c.*_q;.; , __ ''- _'~--- , .t27.:Jl2o- lf2s , _ q __ j_- g;_l_:~..::~;3 ___ J_I!.·-;-~ _ _! 
·- · /" .;J p :;.;]. 6 63.5" It . _ 1'_ _1i __ __£L_ b q~~-~-? .. 7_1-t-251 0 l -J?6 I .:<'/1 ! . r.-
,. - - - ~ ,, . 
~----'~5". ~- v- .. J.,Oe/.1' \.dufc:u - .. , ~-. I _;-':,;;"'~ ?.~ I!3;~·-.:;-TJ' _]-~i.9[ f. _· r"~~.--=' 
-'~ _ (1: ,•5' <fi/. 9 6'/7 16/. I' " "  .5"!71 .2& 13o· -U - 77 _l s,•'z< 96o __ _ 
,_____.!!? g:s :j- 6/.cf 62. o 6/. g " 1' · ~:_j~- S l'!_o :tt: -1·3o . -3 J -7C ! YJ'3~- I 765' J 
~ !.?t3o .2 7 I +3~ I - 4 It - 1~- 5.?-TG l 7J?.. 
7/S 
;~;> ICJ : I/v I C2.! I 6 /. !l I 62. o ,, (I 
16.9 II l ..... I 5~47 ~2.1 C/. g &2. 0 It ,, 0 .5J'30 27 -1-J>S ..:-s - ?d ,..., J---~j/J.'/0 
1/tl t 10: 15' G!.l' 6 /. b ~/. 7 I t {f t 5 !GI 27 +35' -6 - '12 $f/l l' 75~ 
1'71 t;o: 2S 02.9 63. I 63.0 I t It II S.9f5 2 7 o~-3s- -7 -77 S9:J6 tf/79' 
172 t /Cl :3o G:J. G 63 . .9 b':J. tf , II 
" 
Gt761 27 t-.3S 
-7 - f/2 b'oo 7 ..91S 
61. 6 6¢.2 C4.2 , . , ,, 611! 27 -f-3$ -P -cfrl b'ot>7 yg~-
C' 
0~ 113 t1o :4o 
M·agl)e tid;f i ~I d DaHF 
Project Cass County~ J:issouri Sheet l3 of 22 
Location Cess Cotmtyr !IissCll.'J:'i Dote !tuw 1':1:, 19C4 
Instrument ___:n::..::,u::::..:s::.:::1~~q.~------- Scale ·constant 95 1/ s.D. Computer N. Ch8.,lOn==-----· 
Lot .. LonE- Relattv_e 
C Jntens1t. lnt ('~~'' or~ · ~~ 
=- R1 r;~-a- = .Y 6 h~,-~ 
. .·"[ .. '.Reading I Magnet. Mag. Temp.Temp.Diur. 
StattOii ITtme I r Rrv,. ' E · W _Ave. Size Up Pos. _Corr. __ '0 0 oc Corr. Var. 
J():50 G1. (} 01.0 t1. o ll-"353?. IV 28 6 oeo 2t' +40 - ,f 
~:~·.· 
174 
175" : j 10 :6"5 ?1.1 G1. 2 C4. 3 11 11 ': 61 ot .?cf +40 - .9. j - tf'S I 0 o~f_J_.f!9.? 1 
17b 
177 
1 ttft 1 ;:co !_€1.~ Cl! 61.-2 It ,, " 3-rf;<? 5"7.5-7 69S 
gso 
Mag11etic:;.:F i e. I d Dater 
G 
'-.!) 
Project Cass County, JJis ~ouri 
Location Cass County, Hi ssouri 
Ruf!kA lnstrume n. _______ _ 
----~~----------------
Scale Constant 95 ij So Do 
~ · .. -· . .. 
_,. _ . ~;, .. 
n ·yRe ad ing Magnet Mag. R~ag Temp. Temp. Station Time Up Pos. Carr. oc Carr. E w Ave. Size 
!91 z:zo G5.5 GS.3 GS./f /{.".3532 N 28 6213 32 -~-~0 
;g,2 .: !}:35 (?/.I 60.9 61·0 It II II 5Jg5 32 -t-Co 
lf}.J 2:L/5 60.f 60.6 6o.1 1/ It . 1/ t::l 5766 .32 -r{o 
191 2.'6-CJ GCJ. F co.J' 60.!' II ,, 
(/1 
S71b 32 +0o /I •o 
;g5 3:oo 6 CJ. ,f' 0tJ.b Ct0.7 It /I 1! 
p 
~ 5716 . 32 1- bO 
I 1.95 6o.2 6o.z 60.2 II o' 571.9 .::]2 +to 3. tJS If 1/ 1-'· 
"" 
/97 3: !5' 6!0 GCJ.f 6oS 
" 
,, It I 57/S 32 · -1-Co 
0 19? .3:2o 6/./ 61. .3 ~L2 I( • 1/ It 0 5&714 .3Z r6o ~ 
!99 3:3o 62. 4 C2.2 02.:3 ,, If II 5 5.31! 3:Z fbO 0 
l3t:Uf! 2Z ·1.· 00 63.2 . G!J.-1 0 :1.3 ,, ,, ,, c+ G 0/.3 .!12 +GO () 
200 A:20 6/. 2 G/.0 ~/.! It II II ~ 5,?04 31 +55 
4:-Z5 p0.7 6o.7 Go. 7 
t-' -
.20/ ,, /( It 5706 31 +55 (/l 
.,2o.z. Lj:35 S9_9 53.7 59.! ,, fl It it 5btfl .31 I-55 ct 
':'' 
o2o3 1:--fS 5?.1 5f. g 5/.t' I( (I It 0 5'5?6 .3/ +55 t:S 
"" 
..201 4:5S 57.0 56.! 5'b. g ,, (I 
" 
5105 30 f-50 
;.205 5 ·: OCJ 57.! 516 5'7. 7 II ,, ,, 5-1cfl 30 -t-50 
..?oG 5.'/0 Sf. I 579 5f. 0 II 
" 
II 5510 30 +So 
.207 5": .<.5 5!./ Sf./ 5,f/ II " ,, !J-:5 19 30 +So 
Mognetic~; Fie.ld Dat a· .. 
She et 14 of 22 
Date · June l\1, 1964 
Comput er !\. Chnmon 
Diur. Relottvel Lot. Lon. 
Vor . Cor r. 
lntens1 t. Int. ( ~) 
. 
- 2tf -/06 0!33 /0 77 
-.29 - /otf 57 IF GS6 
-3o -/03 5"6 .9:3 63 / 
-.3o 
-91 5/09 617 · 
-3/ -.92 S JI:J 05/ 
-31 
- ,f7 Sb'G/ S32 
·-
-3-1 -~G S7ZS CC3 
-I 
-3.c; - !5 6- 755 · G!l3 
·--·- .---
-Js -f4 ' . 5!'59 7!17 
-· . 
- - -
-,Jtf - 7.;7 5'7-1.2 £tit? 
-37 
- 'l.l 5711 64!/ 
-36 - 6S S635 573 
~ :JS 
-57 S,549 4J'7 
,3/0 I 
-3:3 -SO 5372 ! 
-32 -46 .545.3 .391 
-30 -45 S11'5 4.C3 
- ZJ> -42. S-499_ 437 -.J 0 
Project Cass County, Missouri 
Locat ion Cass County, :rf.L:;[":.u·i 
Instrum ent 
----~------------------
Ruska Scale Constant 95 Y/ s.D. 
. . 
·~· ·...... . .. . ..... . . ~, . 
. -~ .,.. R e a d i n g Magnet Mag. Temp. 
Station Time RMag 
Temp. 
E · ·· W Ave. Up .Pos. Corr. oc Corr. Size 
2CJJ? 5:35 6o.o 60.3 Go.z !1°.3532 N 28 571.9 30 -!50 
2og.: 5:45 t~O:I GC/.3 60.2 /I ,, It 5713 30 +So 
210 -5":50 611 6 1.3 6/.2 1/ /( ,, t:J 5fl4 .29 +4s · 
211 0:0() 5/.5 .5cf 7 scfG II ,, ,, U'l ~ 5Sb7 29 -1-45 
0: os 5tf1 5tf6 5cf.5 It (( t::l 5557 .zg -!45 2/Z II ~ 
Z/3 ~:/5 57.9 5!.1 5!'.0 II If o' I' ~· 55/0 2!' -1·40 
211 G:2o 5/. '! 67.9 57.! It ,, If I s1g1 2tf f-40 
0 
.2/S 0.'30 S1 '7 51.5 57£ If · /I II g 547Z .2J> +40 
,2/6 
§ 
6:35 573 .57. 5 S7.1 It II II b 5458 .2rf f4Q H 
~11 c:4s 5"7. g '•57.1 51f /I ,, ,, g- 51.91 .2! +40 
.2Jf G:5S 5/.0 57.cf 57.!J II ,, It ID ,?500 .2rf f40 1-' 
1-IJ 7:oo r= 57.9 5/0 sa:>.o ,, ,, It .,55/0 27 t-35 U'l 
lJaJe}l 7:3o 6.3.3 b3.5 63.1 ,, 
'· 
/, 





Ma gr) e ti c:.. F i e.l d D a to·· 
Sheet 15of22 . ·-
Date June 14, 1964 
Co mputer N~ Charnon 
Diur. Lat. Lon. Relotrve 
Var. Corr. lntenstt. Int. on 
-2<f - -47 scg4 032. . 
. . 
-27 -55 . 5'0JJ7 . £.<5' 
-27 -52 57?0 . ?IJJ 
- .. 
-27 4S .551o 1.1J? . 
-2b -40 .f5' 3 6 174 
S-195 1 53 I -25 -30 
- 2 1 - 20 5505 4 13 . i 
-· 
-..Z3 - I:J 517£ . .('1'1 . 
-.2< -.<o $451 3J'!J 
-.2/ - .27 :;-4'?3 . . .f.z/ 
-.2o -40 54/o 4 /cf 







Project Cas.s Comrt~lLs-=.Z.!i::::..=.s:.::s~o:.::Ul::'...:i:... _______________________ _ She c t _J 6 of.__.,?,'"".? __ _ 
Location Cass County, Lissom·i ~~~~-------------------------------------------- Date June,)fJ, 1964 
Instrument Rt~sh:a. ----~~~~------ Scale Constant 95 l'/ SoD. Con1putcr N < Ch2.r.on ----··--·-----
-~-----.---------.---------.----··-.----r-----r--~---.-----.--------,r--------. 
.:. ·. ·. . ·· "·· Reading Magnet tv'iag. Temp. Temp. Diur. Lat. Lon. Relattve 
StattOn T1me RM lntens1L 1 t E W Ave. Size Up Pos. Carr. ag oc Corr. Vor. Corr. n . ( 0') 
··-- '==-===-=- --
Ba.-feJZ 7:35 C3. z 63.1 03.:3 IJ/U532 1!1 2 B _ .. _, 6o!3 ~4 -f.:ZO o - 1.2.9 6.9o1 J>4-<. 
.2.21 ; 7:50 63.6 G3.?. 63.4 /I It II £0.23 :!..3 -f IS" 0 ~ .9; S".1f1 !.f5 
.2/12 j:oo 63.2 C3.G 63.1 11 Jl " H 6o.Z3 .23 -f IS 0 - jlS ,)!JS2. tLtfo 
-,:.•, 
.2.23 f.·oS GZ.I G.?.:J 6.2.2 rr '' It .~ 5.90.9 ..?4 ·f.ZO fJ - Rl .:?~4:' 1tfb 
- .:?.24 ,t.-p:; co.o"' G/.o 6~ 11 '' ~:·---~ S7Ps .24 -r-.?o o ~!o ---S!<'~~r r;:;:1 
- ,- ~v. --··---- --- ·-·---- .. ····---· 
-2.2S tf :. ~5· St.? _5_5}. 0 5J7. g It -It 11 ~---~~ 5595 ,2</ fZO (} - IJ? ~-,">-:'i3'!.__ __ 4 75'-
..'2b?G J:3o 50:6 SfF 51'.7 tt '' It 1 5576 :?4 -t-20 0 -7~-? 5.5,3 4GI ~.,--_:__,...:__-4-~ ..=:...::._t--=--::...:.=..-1--~- ·- 1--·-----~· 
.2.27 /':40 5f.O .. 5:f.Z .. ~f. I /! /1 It 8 5513 Z4 'f20 0 - 6'71·-. .5_.~:"?? ' 41° 
.P<cf f:4S 51.0 57.2~51. I It 11 " 8 S424 21 i;{O 0 - G2 53 ?2 320 . 
~----t---=-----1----·- ~·--- :.;; ----1---·--· ·-····----- -----
. .2--?,1 t:ss S7.! · 57S 513 11 tl ft ,:- 5413 24 -+..Co o -5G 5'1o1 345 
~30 5/.'t/0 57.7] .57. 3 57.5 ,- 11 It ; 5'/f62 .21 f,<O {) - 5~--- r 5:;;:;-- -·-;;;--!-' .. _,:. ___ _ 
.23/ g:;o 51.3 57.0 57!! 1' '' _ 1' ·: SL/31 .2<1 'f..2o CJ ~.54 . _ _£"_"'(oo . 33cf' 
.2ll~ g:/5' 5C.{ .57-CJ .S7..J '' '' It .fi 5'414 .25' t-.25 o - b'o 51og 347 
-~;-t--'--+----+----f-----_:__--+-----+-----=-_:....._::_ !--_;:__ _ _ 
.2.J3 9:2S 57.4 S7.o .572 , 1' " <· 5'134 .25 +.25 o -6.5' 5'394 332 
t'O - _:__ __ 
.234 g.-3s 57-1 57!' s7.G " 1' '' 5172 .gs i-.:26- o -Jo s-t-P7 .Jcs 
-e.Js- 9:4o 57.9 5/.J 5?.o It " " 55!0 2G +3o o -75 S!G5 403 
---- --
.2.16 9:55 5J.b Sd'.f 6!.7 '' 11 " 5576 .,2{, -I,Jo 0 - 7C 5S,jo 46c? 





Project Cass Co,'nty, 1:issoL~:d Sheet 1? of 22 --
Location C:J.ss C0tmty, llisc:ou.ri DC ~"' JUJ'e 15 19::·"'· ,!,_. • ' v-
lristrum e nt Ruska 
----------~------------------------------
Scale Constant 95 7/_ S.D. Coii1puter N. Chamon 
.. 
-"!~·-·<, .. ·. . . 
....... •;. 
., ·- R e a d i n CJ t.~ og net Temp. Diur. Lot. Lon. Relottve Mag. 
RMag 
Temp. 
Station Time r-- --- lnlenstt. Int. Col E W Ave. Size Up Pos. Corr. "C Corr. Vor. Corr. 
-- -
..2.3? ;o :;o G/.3 6/.1 C/2 1/!.35~-Z ;1/ ;?f} 5!14 e'26 -r .Jo 0 -t'.:J 5755 G!1:3 
.2.38 .: /O:.to 60:f 6o.cP Go./' ,, II It 5716 :?.6 -.( Jo 0 -/04 570Z &40 
... 
i 
.2<10 ;tJ:-Jo c.z.s 62.3 6-t?.LJ II It (! t:J 5g2J' .27 '-!- .35 ,..,, 0 -/07 SJ'S6 r;g1 
--
- /0!} 60 7~1 ft//0 .. G4.g b4.7 en 6146 -f ~:f5 0 . -241 ;tJ:4o 64.S 
" 
(I I( ~d 2.7 
-------
·-·-- ~ 
·-$1 6/,fj'l I M,?-1-i """'""-tJtue .77 /O:._?o 63.0 G:J.Z 63.1 II II II Vi S994 . .26' -1--10 0 __J); --o' e212 !/.'C.'S 65.7 G.5".7 GS: 7 tr 1/- II ~- 6 :J.1/ .2cf -140 0 r---c-· - ---- ---
- S'!l -~~j;-1 ~;~~-.243- /l::ZO GS.7 6$.9 Gs:? ,, I• II I G.Z.?I .2? +40 0 
a· 
7•4o .J_c:-___ - l r -d]-. ---..211 /1.'30 G5.-4 05. ! G.:..(: " · " It 8 (.23Z 21 
- !--1 1 10 I J' ,f /I 2 6 ---~-~ ~ - u- f----- -------.. -
.?'/.:) //.'40 6'4-P 61'. 6 ' 6 t· I 't -~- It 0 Gl46 2! +40 0 -'lJl . G!f/.l ;o-16 . t;f 
' 
~46 //:4.5- G.?.-1 . 6..?.4 G-<.1 II If " C'l- S92.f ?.? +10 0 - ~-b r-;PtJ ;· j ~--:----· 
. - - 0 
-247 1/:Ss Co . .f Go. 6 Go-7 ,, 't It ~ S766 2? f40" 0 -7.:J S73! 6G,fl 
--- :-- -- ~;-v -c::-
.24,/ ;;: :{)o sg7 5.9.~ 5!J! tl .. S6tl 2/1 -1-45 0 - 7o 5b'S6 6..91 
.24-g /2.'/0 s?.4 5?. c 5'£5 IJ It I f" 5557 zg +.45 0 -65 5531 475 " c-t--
-
.250 /.2:/S" 5,?.~ .?cf.4 t)'R.3 ,, It 0 55.1t' zg 




~S/ IZ :.?S .5:9. 0 59.2 sg; ,, ,, II 5"614 Jo +50 0 -51 - S61o 51!' 
.&5.2 1-e :.Js 5.9.9 S3 . .9 59.9 ~ ,, , 5C3o 30 -150 0 -51 5C?6 6.Z4 
.2S!3 /.?:45 G/.0 6o.c? 6o.g '• • 67!5 30 +so 0 
-G1 675.? 7oG , 
---
... 
.254 /,<.·So G.<.7 G2 . .3 6.-?.5 
' " 
Mognetit~:Fic.ld Datt-v 
If 5937 30 +So 0 
- '7.3 5919. 8~rJ2. 
'"" \_,j 
-Project Cass County, MisGou:ri Sheet 1s of 22 · 
Location C2.ss County, 111rs0uri ~~~~~~~-------------------------------- 0 ate .Tw1e 15, 1964 
Instrument Ruska Scale Constant 95 I/ SoDc 
-----------
Computer r;, chc..'11on 
.:-.· .. ·. .·- ·· '.,. Re ~ding Magnet _:_!Mag. R Temp. Temp. Diur. Lot Lor •. r____ ... Relat1ve 
Stat I on Time E W Ave. Size Up Po:_j Corr. Mog cc Corr. Var. Corr. l'menslt. Int. ( o) 
Bt:UR-1 F10 {3.0 G3.o 63.-0-JI0.3s3z. IV 28 -=- .59%5- 3o -rso - -f _.. -
· .2ss .: !:so 6o.3 6o. 7 tfo.s 11 11 11 5717 3! f 55' -I_ - ;:zo SG?1 GI!J 
I .:256 z:oo sf.7 5t.9 S!.t /I ,, II ~ 55S6 3/ -1-55 -3 -!16 5So2.:!_ 46o 
_, .•. 
~ . 
.2S7 2:20 S/·3 Sf. 1 5cf.2. 11 'I '' •o 5.5.29 31 ..fS.5 - 6 - 1.?-Z 5446 .3J'1 . 
_;__....:--t---+---t----J--·· ·----·· --fv ·--. . -- ---+-----
j:j 
.,.2SJ' 2.'30 scF.1 Scf. .:2 5cf.3 /f II II % 55:36 3.1, -1-hO -J' - 11J .5112 J sgo 
.259 2:4() -~~-3 .5J'.S 66'.4 " '' rr J S5-1tf 32 -16o -II_ -110 -~~~!'7 I 355 
.26.o , .. :!?:~?__!'35 .69.3 ,5:_94 '1 " r1 1 5043 r--32 -16o -.. ~-?~~6o [ ss.:?l · :_ 46!!_ __ 
:2&; 3:oo .~9.'7 6!}.7 _ 5.~ 7 __ ,_r_ ::_ __ ':__ __ _J-/_ __ 1§671_ 32____ -1-6!'.___ -12_
1 
- ;8z L .s·617 1_·_.0-s.:C __ 
.<G.z 3:/."J· 5g.s- .5_.9.sj.5fJ.s _"_L~:....~-..'' H __ 5G~52 __ 3-<-_+!_Co 1__.:15 1 -!_6_. __ 
1
1 __ :5~(:11 ~~ 549~ 
.26.3 3:.25 -~cf:.'L. __ f!!.?'__ .?( 1J tr ~-- 11 g: __ S6 76 32 +Go - 1!_~!.!__ -~~37] 47.5 
.R64 !J:3o S13 .57~~.z.4J '1 11 '1 --~ 5153 33 -l6.5' -(~f--7$ _ _1 .s~;b~ .363 
::l6S 3>10 56.6 57.0 .56.8' II II II (~ .5405 33 -fGS -19 -74 5.:37? .:?1.5 
iF--r-----l-----~~---+-~~+-~~--~------~--------
.26b 3:5o 56.5 .56.7 s~.c 11 '' '' ~ S37':' 33 -16.5- -2o -63 5359 297 
--,J, .. 
.267 3:65 $'6. 7 5'6. 7 S6. '1 11 " 1' g 5'3!6 .33 .fb.5 ..:21 -5:2 S37? .316 
\,1.1 
.268 4.15 57.7 .5'?.9 57f 11 11 11 51g/ 3J +6S -2-4 -43 5..!jJ',9 4.<7 
»269 4:.25 577 .?79 57J? f( I/ It 5191 33 -1-65 -25 --45 §486 424 
---
J7o 4: Jo stf. o st.o stf. o " " " ss;o .33 +65 -..ZJ - -11 .5so7 445' 
271 4:40 5~G S9.o 5/'.J' ,, " ,, 356'6 33 +bS -2cf - -14 5579 517 
M'agne tit:~:F i e.l d Data·' 
-..) 
·-.... 
Project Cass Cou.l'J.ty, lfissouri Sheet 19 of 22· 
Location Cass County, JJissouri Date June lf·, 1964 
lnstrum cnt Rusk.a 
~--~--------------
Scale Constant 95 r/ S.D. Computer N. Ch:::ilnon 
.~:r,· -.. ,. t ,------ I .....-
Station ITi~~~· ~ Rj o;inlgAve.ISiz:i~;le;os Mag., R !Temp.,Temp.l Diur.lldt. Lon., ~ IRe I at tv e Corr. 'Mag oc Corr. Var. Corr. ln~enstt. Int. (t;') 
-1Z __ J .5"762 1 7oo 
I . I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1- ~ ~ 
. Magl)etic{:fie.ld Data· 
<J 
\J1 
_ .... ;·.-,' 
Projact Cc.~d County, l.!issouri Sheet 20 of 22 
Location Cass County, l~issouri Date June 16, 19(.4 
Instrument Rusl(:.l Scol: Constant 95 r/. s~D. Computer N~ CheJ11on 
;,~tion fr;~;· 
·------
-.- Ra ad i ng 
~lwiAve. 
Magnet . 1 Mag. R _ Temp. Temp. Diur. Lat. Lon.1 ReI at 1 v e 
Corr. _ lntensrt. lnt. (Q')_ 
==--l- ----= 
6004 .2$ f,:}S' I 0 - /2!} I .5".900 8<1'2 
/:!Jo 61.9 G~3~ Gs./ I " I'' I '' I I Glt!11 .:?.5 +.2.!:>- ! o - g; -l~D" /16' 1 o6o 
1===-- I I I lJ~Jl j7:1S 
Si ;~ !Up Jjis. Corr. Mag oc Corr. Vor. 
G3./ I C:3.3 I 6:3.2 \A'~353Z IN I Z/J 
..2tf/ .: 
7:40 64.5 b4· 7 6-?.C 
~---4--;-----r----+--+---+----~---+-----+-----~~------l - ,:(t/',3 - -
./2?3 7:so Gs.3 t-5.1 Gszl 1' I'' ,, ~ I Gl.94 ~:5' - t-25 *-go· L G/2g I07/ 
1 
.2.?4 J':~/) 65. ;, 65:~ __ €S.5 r:- q _'' ~~[~~~-?- --_;; . -r:;c o -- · :--;.9 _ _1- G_~;-8. /1/; ~ 
1 2~5 ?.·o~-- 6s.o c.s;.< cs:1 ,, ~ " ~ , 6/.?4 25 +.?s -1 -to - 6121 ;o?o 
------n--r--- ---f---
-87 6070 ,, /0/7 6137 .cs ·r.?S " 0 II 
1 .2cf£ rf:/5 64.6 6•1.-': £4.4 '' " ,, ~ Glltf' -2.-s- +.:'S -2 -,FI ,;occ /(.'<>.2 _ 
.2.t?7 8:3o Slf.C I /i.fl.O -6'..-f.o 1 ''. " -~ : .5'56'6 20 -t.;o i -3 -16o :.,-:.~-:;- 1 .d.;::,-·-~ 
1-- . ---- . r--·- ------c-7-- --f---- -· -- ----- - . I 
NJ' t.·1o. M3l M.7j5<!.5 • • • J. ~ sss7 2& _'" ' -3 -/j5 __ .sti.J ~--.3t:;_-_·]· 
~---~!g ?:50 5!.2_ ·o-ct.G 1_~1 It II ,, l_ __ g S5"4J' _27_ .,<BS -4 -/7/ j'jtJ!_ __ ._.2_5_!> ___ : 
o29o g:oo sz 3 57. o I st. 1 ,, 8 •· (j 54<4 . 27 +3s- · -4 -!7G S-<7.9 .z.-?J : 
1 .2.!}/ 9.- OS 57-6 I_ 6U 67. 7 • • - • ~ S411 27 r ~3S- -1 -I'" 53161 2SJ' 




+as -~~.2_~ - 195 
1 
s-3 4 s-___ 
1
.. 287 
.293 9:,30 ,57./ 5!. 0_ $7.9 " '' 1' c~ Sf!_Oo 2.? 1-.-f() _ _ ___ • _ _ I 
o294 .!J.·10 57.1 57. f! 67. 7 '' '' " g 5-1!1 2R +4o -6 - 2os 5310 252. 
_[D 
26"tl -.2!1S 9:45 57. f st.o s1.g • • • ssoo 27 +Ss ~- 6 I t _..296 g:so S7.! 67.6 57.7 " '' ,, 54ft .27 t3s -G -2o/ .J~.:?og 1 2s1 1 
..29'/ IO: 00 Sl'.f 69.0 S?. 9 1' ,, 1' I I55.9S I 21 I+ 40 I -7 
-- -
Magf)etic:t;Fi e. I d Datti 
S3Z6 -.203 
- 1.91 I .5f3o· .I · B1Z ~ -,1 0' 
Project Cass co·.'· ty, HissotJ.,..i Shee·( 
--------
21 of 22 
Location Cass County, ?.fis.sour5. Date Jur,c; JG, 1%4 
--------------------------------------------
Instrument Hur.;;ka · ___ Scale Constant 95 i/S.De Computer N. Charc•.:n 
,. · . I . "1-c-- HI a 0 in g I Magnet- . Ml<;. ~--emp. Temp. Diu~-]L lat. Lon. I _ _ReI o t 1 v e. 
Stat 1 on I T 1m e E . I U P C R M u 0 oc C V C In tens 1 t. In t ( v > w Ave. r;lZe p . OS. ~"~rr. J orr. or. orr. . Q 
~ ;o·o~-cc593 6-:/.S' sc/1 .,,J,,~I AI ~L/3 . - - sP/'! .:d +4o ~7 - f9S] ;--..,---,;; - 4-<3 ---- f.-- - ...,. - .. 
/t?:/5 6/.o 60.6 (;o.t 11 11 11 577{. 2! .,L4o - 7 - !!'3 56Z6 S6.? 
----- - ·- ----
jtJ:.?_!> 61?. 610 61./ 1' 11 · 1' l:t. S,?o-1 2? -1--10 -7 -/CZ 6-67S 6/7 
{o-t--:-- :--Boo 
. 3ol ;0:3<: 60.t ?l.o 60.g 11 '' " ~~ 51/s .2P r4o - P -/63 .s6s-1 6'96. 
3o3 !O:St I 6/.3 6/. I C!. .c II " " ~~ · 6l'f/!. 29 f --w -.f -- 1!£ l [66.'J ) 6o 1 
.. ----· ----- ------- . t-- -----·-- -----
3o1 /0.":5"5 GO.'! 6o-~CJ~· (,o.)'l 11 (/ 11 1 677[ 30 1-so -tf -If/-~ .5C3! I .573 
J-- --!-=·-·· ·--- r-------- ·-·')--.. --·-·--·------------ ---- .. --·-·--------· ---------
305 ;;:os _ f!J.o /.i9.B _.?!' __ ~_~_ -~-~~ _ _!_ --~-~ --r-· ~---~~o- I___!_!'~ so - ~-~- __ - /!.9 _j_M43 __ -~-~',:.5:__ 
Boh (l:~q_r--2-0__~2.:'!.:./ ~~.9J f! fl ~--- B_ .t;~-?.4_~- +50 __ -_-_: ____ -~:9o _,_:_"~17~ __ __i!_}_ 
~07 _;;:.2o _fC:'-~f-.,:;·o.s:l_c-?.c , ___ ':._~---'~-r- 8 _l-~7s_?:_J_q_· fso __ f-_..,__9 _-_16Lj_sc,2L · 5?1 _ 
309 /1:4o 6-j.O 6.?._0 6-?._o tf II . "- u;._ .Scfgo .31 -15".5" -/0 - 144 j' 57...91 . 733 
0 1 1 8t[Ut, .7Z /1:50 63. I 6,-} 0 6.3. 0 (I 4' ~ c+ S9f5 .31 -I-55 -- I -- --
--t~--- -
3 /O 12:.<",_: 0 64.0 6.3.? 63.9 1' " It __ ____£ 6070 .J1 +66- .:...;J' - /37 I ..?J? 7o __ ~/2 
!J II !.;> .· coiGI .9 _ _1'-2. I G.:?. o · " ' •_ SJ' go 3.:? -fi/J -.<o~- 14 .P I 6 7 J'2 / 7 24 
/:os 59.7 S".tJ. :? ·d/.2 Q.CJ.S II (I t 5662. 32 -I Go 
-21 - ~~-<. Sc')-..::J9 I 4?1 
313 I /:/5 I 6o.5l 6o.J 6o.3 It • , S72J' .32 f-60 
--<.:? -/So ~:;~ I sse? ---I 4701 I __ , 59? ft ,, ,, 5"6!'! 32 -1 Go -25" - /7,.9 -~ .) .3J4 __~_£_~~ I 59. G I 6o.~ ___ L_ _ _~___._ _ __._ 
Mognetictfi c l d DoHF 
Project Cass County, Eis.souri Sheet 22 of 22 · ·-
location Cass Com:ty, l.75ssc~ri Dote Juno 16, 19G4 
·--------------------------------
Scale f:onstont 95 J'/ s .. D.. C0mputer N. Ch '3.D'0n Instrument 
--~--
Ruska 
~, ... ~-. -·. ~ ..... ,·; 
., .,. R e a d i n g Magnet ~Mag. R Temp. Temp. Diur. Lot. Lon. I Rclollve Station Time 
E · V.l J /we. ~~ ,.. M lntenstt .. Size Up .Po s. i.., orr; 1 10 g oc Cor r. V a r. Cor r. In t. nn 
---C.. • .. .·co=F==--=~ -• . · _ 
diS 1-'40 60.0 Go.z bO./ !f0-i53.Z ,1/ 2,? 570!} .32. + 60 -27 -IJ>o 5"552 So"]] 
316 .: ;:so Go.g · 6!. I G/. ,? ~ . h tJ 5''/95 32 -f60 -2J' - ;tfl sG-46 SJ'J' 1/ .... 
-:-] 1---:.9- ·- ·------317 5'9.7 .'0 -'67!. 3Z +Go . - lf.Z --/61 2:00 59. '1 59.7 I( ,, (i) -Jo $$'/!} 
,:. 
.31/ {•J 3,z +6o 
. ., 
2: ro 5!. o .S7.J'_ ST-.91 • . I( ,, f\) 55'00 .;_ ... "'~, :- 1.9.:7 L'J .3.] (, 2 7 J' • . ,_,, 
----o· 
··------· 
.31.§ 2: IS I S tf.$ SJ'. g Cl'.$ '' 1-' 32 +Go . - /.9o I s:13.:.., 37s I ,, '' Cv 55!f5 -.32 
--1-- -- ---1-:-- ~~;.;-r .5'.?37 r Z/.f/ 3<o 2 :.zs 16-z? sJ'. o S7. g " ,, ' I , . !)5 oo ,3 .2 -f6o -.JS 
2:4o -632~3.<-,6~?.~~- _Q__ ---1----· --- ··-·-1---- I ------lia-1-t J[ (' I (, " ~j 6tJ04 32 -t-Go 
- ~-- ---!., f--- ~(j-- --
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DETERHINi<. TION OF THE DEPTH BY THE El- OR IN CONTThTU1 TION 
METHOD 
a. For h :: 2400 · feet 
bo For h = 4000 · feet 
. ~/2hbn tJ/2hbn 
1/2 h 
hbn 2hb n H 
I 120 240 360 1!0 145"0 
I 
2 360 71-0 ;oJlo 1410 1396 
. .3 0oo - /200 lf!JO 2400 1815 
4' f4o 16Bo 25:20 _3360 /353 
5 ltJ8o Z/60 3.240 43:(.0 134 / 
6 1320 2040 
.3·9Go 526'0 13 /I 
7 /560 3/;t{} 46/o 6.240 / ,21'7 
I ! Boo 3Goo 510o 72oo !:2fT 
.,g 
. 2010 408o Gl2o fiCO /,2 73 
IO 22/o 4560 6J?1o 9/.20 !2G5 
II 27oo 54ov f IOCJ 10. rfc;o 1.233 
/2 3.3oo 0Goo ggc;o 1:3 :tOO /205 
1.3 ,3go!J 7/'00 1//CJ?J !.)Goo 1195 
11 45oo Jooo IJ5oo !ltJt1() 1177 
ERROR I N eo?~Tii'IUATION 
h =21.;.00 t V =-1458 gc;.mmas 
( h ) J/2 h (211) (1/2 h ) (h) 
e 
- n - -H H H · C H en H n 
'/15o I 3 96 13 75" 0. 3001 13 5. !15"" 135.145 
/353 13 11 I a I I 0. 5/02 712.. 239 ~ 90. ]oo 
I 3.2 4 1217 1.251 . 0 . .<6.2.?, 360.5.25 . 317.!52. 
. '· 
/.?. tf7 ·1213 I .205 o. o3J/ 42.07l. 4o. o.zs 
1~?65 l :lo.f 1173 -o. o37! ·-5o. 6!9 -Lf7.fl7 
1:243 1195 /156 -o. 031-f - 43. 6,2). ~ 13.!256 
1..'?.25 1177 1!35 -c~.o tqo -· 24.453 - 23.275 
I .(.03 !1 5~ lo95 -o. oot7 -1/./gb - /0. 4 b6 
II gs !!35 /095 -0. (}035 - 4.455 - 1.1!2 
II 77 I 114 !o55 -o.oo!l - I. 39 I - /.2g4 
!151 /ooo 95f 0 0 0 
!135 993 tg7 o.ooo 7 tJ. i13 0. 7g1 
;og5 941 R6o o.ooo3 O.B5i' (}. 328 
lo55 B!J7 i39 (). ooo 3 0353 CJ. 3 ! 6 
2: Cn H / 413 . 735 /313. 7C1 







.:13 7. 45 I 
31'. 65 7 
- 45.513 
- 41. 58?. 
- 22 . JC~ 




0. G .95 














- /) 0 . .<:?! 
- 2/. 5'65 
- 9 .526 
- 3 fJ2 
- /. 16 0 
0 







ElWOit E; CQ:>:'l' :uW,\TlO!,J 
h = hOCO I v = lh58 r;c·.r:if,1n.s 
-· 
----
l/2hb hb l3/2hb 2hb (l/2h) (h) (3/2h) (;?li) (l/2h) (h) (3/2 h) 







I .Zoo 400 Goo too 115o /396 1375 1353 0. .3oo/ 135.1150 -;;!. 93 g6 If.?/. 637 5 106.0353 
2 6oo /;(.CJO tfoo ~40CJ /375 1.3.<4 /:Jj/7 1:251 o. 5toz 701 . .5250 b 75. 5tl4! G56.6:l74 631'. :2602. 
3 /000 2000 )OOCJ -=/000 1:]41 1.~73 I.? .J 5 /195 0. .?.6J~ 35/. 6/02. 333. ?toe 32l./95o 313.3 :;g (I 
4 /1tJO .Z l'oo 1/!00 56oo 131/ 1:233 Jlf!) /158 0.08/1 40. 77.2 I 3<1. 31 (,] ]:_:. f/).i5 3 G. 0/3u0 
5 1/tJO ~?Goo .s-4oo 72oo /.-? ef7 //{0.:) !151' /0$§ ~o. 037 f -· 4! 6/i I"• -15. 1'734 ~;/. "1'""1 . ? I (I t:J 
-1· I• /"" , .. -1!.39/0 
G 2.20o 1-{Loo Gfoo ?cfco 1.265 !173 /13.5 /055 -o.o34f - lf/f.O.?J.o - .tjo. Pcotf - 39. ·/.:,'~/0 
- 3;; .11'10 
7 
.?Gt?o 5-loc? 7/'oo /0·100 /,?13 1156 ttJ85 !1.9.-J -o.ot!Jo - 2.3. 6/7(l - ZJ.J6fo ·., fo.5o 
- .r, • - ;t .f67'o 
8 .ft?oo Coco §OOP /2CJCiO 1/2~25 1/.:t:S /055 ~CJ.Z5 
- O.oo.f7 - /(). 65 75 -· 9. J)/15 ·- !J. 11/..5 -· t. o47:S 
.9 3-1oo 6~00 /tJ.!f)(J /J6tJo lt}05 11-14 
.993 tf!JJ -·o. oc-35 - 4. 2175 -- 3. P9.9o - 3. 47.55 -3./.:Jg§ 
/0 3 tftJCJ 7Goo t/4oo IS-Zoo 1/tl£ /09J .944 ?Co - o.oo/1 - / . .3145 - /.2045 - /. 03R1 - 0 . .916o 
II 45oo g{)i/0 /..:1.5 r:.? 1/'tJ()t) 1177 !OS5 .f!J7 t.3.9 0 0 0 0 0 
12 s.:.-oo //000 16 50C1 .?<coo !ISJ' 5SJ' 1:5(, 734 o. ooo1 0 . .flOG 0. G706 o. sg.r;;: (}. 5/.i? 8 
1.3 65oo /.3oo 1.9'5oo cbOOt' /13,5 Jl.f/7 ttos 6-1-o O.oOOJ 0.~·1/05 0. ~b!J/ 0. 2115 o. I!J.co 
14 75oo ISOO(J ·'2-?5oo 3000D lo95 /'Co 7i1 503 0. ()()(} 3 0 .. !J2 1'.5 o. :25 JltJ 0. -"?202 o./SO 9 
--~· 
L. C1)I ($9fJ.OS1-f 1311. 5.1.3.<, /319. Go65 
·- --··----
E (Error) S9. gf-.!>"2 !13. 46C 8 !3 ,f.:;.:--?!) 
----
!~PS3!~ 




PHOGRAHS ·FOR EVALUATION OF Tl E 
VERTICAL l·'i:AGNETIC INTEL\JSITY FOR BODIES OF 
SHlPLE . GEOHEl'RIC FOFJ.!S 
1. Sphere Vertically Polarized 
2. Horizontal Cylinder Vertically Polarized 
3. Vertical Sheet vertically .Polarized 
4. Vertical Cyl~ndcr Ve tically Polarized 
22 
C c~~~:::'2193 21-lf\318 G . NAG If~ CHA]-'10H 12/15/64 FO:\i'-i 0 ______ Q05 Q_OU_?_Q_9_9 __ Q_00_f~_f\_(~~--r'!_Q_ __ Q_t __ 
C VERTICAL MAGNETIC ATTRACTION OVER A BURIED SPHERE 
____ D~I t')__~!-LS._l_ON _ _fl_LlL,_[)I--_l!.ttl~ {_f2_)_,_Z-__(_5_L_~[J ~t8_L6J __________________________________________________________ _ 
READ l 0 0 , A, ( R ( L l , L = 1 , 3 l , ( D l< ( K ) , 1\::: 1 , '' l , ( X ( I l , I ::: 1 , 6 l , ( Z ( J l , ,I'~ 1, '' l 
PRINT 102 
t·i=O 
DO 3 K= 1, '' 
DO 3 L=l 7 3 
--~-D,O 3 J::: 1 t____,!_4 _ , 
M=-=H+1 
DO '+ I= 1, 6 
-------"B:.: 2_.-. ~:: {) __ ( Jj_:_::::: 2 +X U_l_:::·_.:: ?J__:~:_:~:___~. ;}_-____________ _ 
4 V <I'\ , I l ::: A::: R. ( L l ;;: :;: 3 :;: 0 K { K l ;: ( 2 • ;;: Z ( J l ::: ,;, 2- X ( I l ;;:;;: 2 } I 8 
3 PRINT 10 1 , D K ( K l , R ( L ) , Z ( J l , ( V ( r·-1 s I ) , I::.: l , 6 ) 
___ -::SIQ_P ______ _ 
100 FORMAT (6F12~4l 
_ 10 1 FO R~l AT { F 10 • 5 , 8 F 10 ~ 1 ) 
----------------------------------
102 E_Q_R!AJ.\LJ_n<_lH 1~9XJJIR 9X u: Z9]';__<JjXO I X3 ~tX05 7X)_~~J o·rx31JU2.ZX~.tl-~£.QJ_X 3J~X_2_5 l ________________________ _ 
END 
_____ K:__:___ ________ R _______ Z _____ ~ 0 Yc_()_5 ___ Xl_(l ______ Xl? _______ ---~- ?:.Q ________ _____ 0?_~5 ___ _ 
.00210 5oo.o 1ooo~o 151.6 -2.1 -.4 -.1 -.o -.o 
.00210 5oo.o 2ooo.o 1E.9 ~2 -.3 -.1 -.o -.o 
----=-·-=-oo 27 o 5 oo_.__g_ ___ ~_Q_Q~_o _____ 5. 6_------·-~- -. _(l _____ - .__Q_ ______ _:- !.9 ____________ ::_!_Q __ . 
~00210 500.0 4000.0 2e4 .8 oO -oO -.0 -.0 
.00270 1000.0 1000.0 1212.8 -16.8 -3~5 -1.1 -.5 -.2 
------0• Q_Q_27_Q_ ___ l_00_9_. _ _o _ 2_Q_Q_O .o 1_21. 6 __ L!_Q_ _____ _::_2._1 ____ -.__2 ___________ =_•_lt ________________ ":. ? __ _ 
,. . .00270 1000.0 3000~0 44.9 6.6 -.7 -.6 -.4 . -.2 
.00270 1000.0 4000.0 18.,9 6.0 o2 -e3 -.3 -.2 
.00210 2000.0 lOOO~C 9702.0 -134.5 -28.0 -9.1 ~4.0 -1.9 
• 00210 iooo. o 20-oO .o 1 ~1 ~---s----1-2-~5---=--io :s -7 ~-3----..:3:·5----_-1-.-:.r-
.o0270 2ooo.o 3ooo.o 359.3 52.5 -s.s -5.o -z.s -1.5 
__,__ _ ___!. 00 ?7Q ____ ZQ_QO. 0 400Q. o 151. 6 ---'~-~_._Q _____ 1 __ ._9 ____ --=.z_._7_ _________ :-_2._l _____________ =J. 3. __ 
j00720 soo.o 1ooo.o 404~3 - -5.6 -1.2 -.4 -.2 -.o 
.00120 soo.o 2ooo.o 50G5 .5 -.7 -.3 -.1 -.o 
--~·!..!:O~OJ 2 0 __ 5_9 0 • 0 30 0 0 • 0 J 5 !__Q ______ ? • 2 . ------ <L2-------=. _2 ______ :::_._1 _______ _.:: •__:_0_ 
.00120 5oo.o 4ooo.o. 6.3 2.0 .o -.1 -.o -.o 
0':. 
w 
';. ~ '~ 
C C ~~~::~:~?_193 2i1fl.318G _ N AGJ_[?__Cj-L".JiON 12 I 15/6lt FORi'-10 OO~ill_OQ_(~_Q_DO_\)_Q_[) __ ~Al~[.J!fl_O_?~ 
K R 7.._ ____ _2:_Q_ __xo_s ______ XLO ___ ~XJ5 ________________ X20 ______________ .X25 ___ -
.00720 1000 .. 0 1000.0 323'h0 -lt4;,8 -9 .. 3 -3.0 -1.3 . -.6 
----'•:....:0:...::0_7 2 0 1_ 0 O_Q_!-Q 2 QQQ_" 0 ~1__Q l: ~) _____ _!t ~ _2 _______ --=.2 ··"-6 ______ _:-:_2_. _I!'_ ________ _:-:) • _2 --·--. ______ - • 6 
.,00720 1000.0 3000.0 119.8 17.5 . -1.9 -1.7 -.'J. -.5 
.()0720 1000.,0 4000.0 50.5 16 .. 0 ·.5 -.9 -.7 -.'r 
' ~ 0 0 7 2 0 - 2 0 0 0.! 0 19 0 0 o 0 2 58 7 ?~ __ _:]_,.? 8 o 5 -_7Lr ,_7 ____ -__2 It ,_]_ ___ _::_I_Q_-.__(? _______ :: ~-•_Q __ _ 
.00720 2000~0 2000~0 3234.0 33.4 -44.8 -19.5 -9.3 -4.7 
.· .00720 2000.0 3000~0 958.2 140.0 -15.5 -13~3 -7.6 -4.1 
o00720 2000.0 4000,0 404.3 128.1 4a2 -7.2 -5.6 -3.5 
--~-.,-. 0 1310 ·-5-0 a·. o--1oo-6-~o--7:f5:5------.:_i0."2 -2-: -f------~~-~-.,----- ---- - ~ 3 --·- ----- --·.:_-. 1 
• 0 13 10 5 0 0 <> 0. 2 0 0 0 • 0 9 1. 9 1. 0 - 1.. 3 - • 6 - • 3 - • 1· 
.01310 500.0- 3000o0 27.2 4o0 -.4 -.4 -.2 -.1 
~--·~QJ.}J.fl _____ ~p_o_~_O --~4_QO_O_~Q ____ Ll._~-----3~6 ________ ._L _____ .:-: .. 2 _______________ :-. 2 ..... __ . ··- ·- -~ 0 
.01310 1000<0 1000.0 5884ol -~1.5 -17~0 -5,5 -2.4 -1.1 
.01310 1000;0 2000.0 735.5 7.6 -10.2 -4.4 -2.1 -1.1 
______ LO_l3J_O ______ l_Q_OQ __ <_J)__· _3_0_0_0_e_Q_ ____ 2_1]_._5)__ _______ .3_l .... 8 =3 .. ~.5 _____ ::_3 ,_Q ________ :::J <_.1 ___ ....... ________ -::-_. __ 9 __ _ 
. .D13JO 1000~0 4000~0 91.9 29.1 1.0 -1*6 -1.3 -.8 
.01310 2000o0 1000.0 47072~9 -652.3 -135.9 -44.1 -19.2 -9.1 
__ _..QJ 3J_Q_~ _ _2.QOQ ,_Q ______ _2QQ_O, Cl_ _ __5885l_.L ______ 6_Q •. 9 ________ :-.8.L5 _________ ~3~, t~ ---~-----~17. 0 __ . ___ ~13. ~3 ... 
• 01310 2000.0 3000~0 17~3.4 254.7 -28.2 -?~.2 -13.8 -1.5 
.01310 2000~0 4000.0 735~5 233.0 7.6 -13&2 -10,2 -6.3 
. ___ ._O_C)_O_O_O _______ 5.0D_._O __ _j~O_O_Q_._o ~..0.5.3 ..... L-~- ...=LQ.JJ. ::l!r_._6 __________ _: {::.. • .7. ___ -~2 • .1 __________ :::.1 • (_;___ 
.09000 500.0 2000.0 631~6 . 6.5 -8.8 -3.8 -1.8 -.Y 
.o9ooo 5oo.o 3ooo.o 187.2 27.3 -3.0 -2.6 -1.5 -.u 
._Q9_0_Q.O ____ !)lLQ __ ._p ___ 4_Q()_O ._Q ____ -L9_._p __________ _2~ ,_Q ___________ ._a ____ _____:-:-_1 .A ______ _____ -::-1. J. ____________ :::- • ·c 
.09000 1000.0 1000.0 40425.2 -560.2 -116.7 -37.9 -16.5 -7.8 
.o9ooo 1ooo;o 2ooo.o 5053.2 52.3 -7o.o -30.4 -14.6 -7.3 
__ ._.:!._990QQ__L9_Q..Q_~_o ____ ~OQ_Q_. __ Q ____ _1~97_._{ ____ Z_HL!_8 ____ =.?_4_ • .f ______ -:_?SJ..r _____ ...=Jl_._9 ________ =-_6.!t __ 
.o9ooo 1ooo.o 4ooo.o 631.6 200.1 6.5 -11.3 -o.u -5.4 
.09000 2000.0 1000.0 323401.4 -4481.7 -933.7 -302.9 -131.9 -~2.1 
____,,...,..__.~_Q2_QQ Q _____ ?,_QQQ_!.Q _______ ~p _oo ._o --~tO_~t_?-.::;_._2 ________ ~--~')_f) ~) ______ --=~ 6 o_. _ _?__ ---~2-'t?. 3 _ ··- --~ 11 6, -, ____ _ -::.> ~;. :1 
.09000 2000.0 3000.0 11977.8 1750.1 -193.4 -166.0 -94.8 -51.5 
.09000 2000.0 4000.0 5053.2 1600.7 52.3 -90.3 -70.0 -43.2 
1:= ---------------------- ·--------- ---
STOP END OF PROGRAi-i I\T STt\.iEi-'1;:i:T 0003 + 01 L IilES. 
':C. C*:Co:'21910NA318G 1-1/\GIB CHAHON 12/15/64 FQRi·iO 0050 002 OQ.9__QJ>O PAGJ:.-l:ULiLL 
~, ::_., 
2;,_C·'. VERTICAL HAGNETIC INTENSITY OVER BURIED HORIZONTAL CYLINDER 
~~;-. . 0 I HENS I OtL.!lill.t.W~ ( Lr), X ( {?_L_U!_t_)__,_y ( 48_L~d 
fi·\.' ' R E AD 1 0 0 , A, ( R ( L h L = 1 , 3 ) , ( D K ( K ) , K = 1 , 'tl , ( X ( I ) , I = 1 , 6 ) , ( Z ( J ) , J = 1 , 1d 
~~~:",.;· · PRINT 102 "~~/_,~:· ,.. . ... 
~~~;: M=O· 
:J!. ·.. DO- 3 K:-: 1 , 4 
;;;~'l?: .. :. . .. 
:'i'J:>;·< 00 3 L= 1, 3 
¥~'~<>.>. ·on 3 J= 1, 4 ~-. 
~~(~:>·.:;5: . _ ~~H4+I! 1, 6 . . . . . _ r·--' 
:""';:.:: .. ·· .·:B.·. =ZlJ)~"':'2}:'(Z(Jp:'*2+X(!}:::.::2} . ~:_·_~-~-_0'4'V-(tA J)-AbR(L·)·~~2~DK(K)~{Z(·J)~~2 X(l)-~2)·/u . 
":·,.', ,.·~· .. ~·"·:' •• ' - ,,... ~ ... .,... ,,... . ... ,... 'l"'''i" - 'f''•.. u 
E~ti-'f>>., . 3 . p R IN T 10 1' D K { !!. ) ' R ( L ) ; z ( J ) ' ( v ( H.' I ) ' I = 1 ' 6 ) 
;i~~~:··'-·:· :: . S T 0 P . . . 
~~~~t<-.?100 FORHAT ( 6.F12. 4) 
""·;t¢.'1--::::· . . ' . . • • ~~~~t~;::·lOl FORf:\AT (FlO. 5, 8F 10. 1) 
;.'H!: ;>102 FORMAT ( 7X 1HK9X lHR 9X 1HZ 9 X2H XO 7X3 HX05 7X3 HX l07X3HX l5 7-~~HX 2.97X.3H2(_25_l_ 
·---------·--------·--------· 
;t;.t.:: .. END 
. >1,<' .. ~ "• ·~ 
·J:; . 
t0.(' .. ·K R z XO· ~05 J~JO XV? X .2.0 ___________ )< 2 5 
~:~T::-.. _ .00270 500.0 . 1000.0 227.2 -170.2 -211.5 -220.1 .-223.2 -221~. B ·.oo210 500.0 2000.0 . 56.8 -15.4 -42.5 -50.0 -52.9 - 51t .It 
:.:t, .00270 500.0 3000.0 25.2 3.2 -12.9 -18!9 - 7:_1_._5 _ - ?,Z_!_9_ 
t··· 
. ~00270 500.0 4000.0 14.2 5.6 -3.8 -8 .f:. -10.6 -11.9 
··:·r,.· 
.~ ~-. . 
.00270 1000~0 1000.0 908.8 -680.8 -8Lt5 • 9 -880.3 -892.7 -899. 1 ,': ~ ~".1· . ,; . 
.00270 l-000. 0 2000.0 227.2 -61.5 -170.2 -200.0 -.?J L·_2 _____ ~_.::ZJ.l .. • J?.._ !~ r·. 
.~.'~'': . . .00270 1000.0 . 3000 .o 101.0 12.8 -51.7 -75.6 -85.9 -91.6 
·,~, i\'.·;~ . .00270 1000.0 4000.0 56.8 22.3 -15.4 -33.7 -42.5 -lt 7. B 
~1~~c. .00270 2000.0 1000;.0 363 5 .t. -2723.1 -3383.6 -3521.3 -3570.7 -3596.3 
·•'• .•; . • 00 270 2000.0 2000.0 908.8 -246.0 -680.8 -799.9 -8Lr5. 9 
-870 ·'+ 
"'i''':¥\y' . 00270 2000.0 3000.0 403.9 51.4 -206.8 -302.6 -3't3. 6 
-366 ·'• . . 
..• 00270 2000.0 4000.0 227.2 89.3 -61.5 -134.9 -170.2 -191.0 
·· •. 00720. soo.o.·. 1000 .o .. ·6o5;.9 -:--453.8 -563.9 -5-86-~ 9 -=s 95-~T-·---·=-s-9· 9-~-4-
00720 500.0 2000.0 151.5 -4l.d -113 4 5 -133.3 -1'• 1. 0 -1lt5.1 
:;;;.:t':.: .:· .007 20 500.0 3000.0 67.3 8.6 -34.5 -50.4 -57.3 -61.1 
·:.> :~· ?-·.:.' ;~ •' 
-------
()) 
·, \J1 ; 
C C**':t21910i~A318G ~iAGIB CHAl·iON 12/15/64 FORI·\0 005D 002 000 000 'PAGE NO 02 
.:-·~: K R Z · XO X05 XlO Xl5 X20 ... X25 ~5·\i~ .·.00720 500.0 4000.0 37.9 14.9 .. ---10.3 -22.5 -28.4 ...,31.8 ~r;~1 . . 00120 1ooo.o 1ooo.o 2'•23.6 -1815.4 · -2255.-7 -.23't7.5 -2380.5 -2397.5 
;~;,,~:; .00120 1ooo.o 2ooo".o 605.9 -16'r.o -453.8 ..,.533.3 ___ -5_{>3.9 .;...~_eo~.?,._. 
,: 3fT • 0 0 7 2 0 1 0 0 0 • 0 3 0 0 0 • 0 2 6 9 • 3 3 4 • 2 -13 7 • 9 -2 0 1 • 7 -2 2 9 • 1 - 2 4't • 3 
£;,::); .00120 1000.0 ° trOOO.O 151.5 59.6 -:-~1.0 -89.9 -11-3.5 -127.4 
't. .00720 2000.0 10QO.O 9694.3 · -?261.5 -9022.9 -9390.1 ·---=95.22~Q __ -:9?_90 • ..Q_ 
''~': ..• 00120 2ooo.o. -·2ooo.o 2423.6 -656.1 -1815.4 ...,.2133.0 --2255.-7 -2321..0 ~,;fi, ·.00720 2000.0 ° 3000.0 1077.1 136.9 -551.4 -806.8 -916'~3 -977.2 
" .00120 2ooo.o ~~ooo.o 605.9 · 238.2·. -164~0 -359.6 . -4_53_~JL __ . __ :-_5.Q9.'+ . 
• o13fo. ·5oo.o 1ooo.o. 11o2.4 -825.7 ~1026.o. -1067.8 -.:~082.8 ··.-1090.5·· 
.01310 500.0 2000.0 27?.6 -7'~.6 -206~4 -242.6 . : ··.;...256~5. -263.9 
.01310 500.0 3000.0 ~22.~ 15.6 -62.1 -91.7 ·~104.2 -,.111.1 
., .01310 __ soo!_p '~ooo.o 68.9 21.1 -18.7 -4.0_,9 -:2J_.,.Q ____ -_5_7._.!J~ 
y:~;;.::: .01310. 1000.0 1000"0 4409.6 -3303•0 .. · -:-410't.2. -4271~2 · -4331.2 -A-362.1 
''\J" .01310 .1000.0 2000.0 1102.4 -298.4 . -825.7 . .;_'970.·2 -1026.0 -:1055~ 7 :{~;/. .01310 1000 .. 0 3000.0 .·lt90.0 62.3 -250.8 -,.367.-0 -416.8 -444.5 j~.:<. • 0 13 i 0 i 0 0 0 ~ 0 lt 0 0 0 • 0 . 2 7 5 • 6 l 0 8 :4 -7 4 • 6 .. -16 3 ~ 6 -2 0 6._4 ___ - 2 3.1 ~7 
·•· -.01310 2000.0 1000.0 17638.3 -13211.9 .:..16416.7 · -170.8Lto7 -173ZLt.7 -l7ltlt8.6 
:...,__.0~310 2000.0 2000.0 "'t409.6 -119~. 7 ~3303.0 -3880.9 -:-410't.•2_· _::!.!:22.2..'-.9_ 
.01310 2000.0 3000.0· 1959.8 249.2 -1003.2 -1468.0 -1667.1 -1777.9 
.01310 2000.0 4000.0 1'102.4 433.4 -298.4 ~654.3 -825.7 -926.9 
.09000 500.0 1000.0 7573~7 -5673.0 -70lt9.2 -713..6_.0 -7't3...2..1 -7't2.2.....?_ 
.09000 500.0 2000.0 1893.4 -512.6 -1418.3 -1666.4 -1762.3 -1813.3 
.09000 509.0 3000~0 841.5 107.0 -430.8 -630.3 -715.8 -763.4 
• .,;;.;__--'. o 9 o o o 5o o • o_· -~J>Jl o.J o 4 7 3 • 4 1 ~LQ...~J -12 s Ll - 2 a_o__,._9 __ ---=.35!t. •. 6 - 3.2H .• _.o.... 
~-· .09000 1000.0 1000.0 30294.7 -22692.1 -28196.6 -29343.9 -29756.2 -29968.9 
~f .09000 1000.0 2000.0 7573.7 -2050~3 -5673.0 -6665.7 -7049.2 -7253.0 ,~, to9ooo 1ooo.o ~ooo.o 3366.l 't28.o -1723.1 -2521.4 -2863.3 -3053.7 
~> .o9ooo 1ooo.o 4ooo.o 1893.4 744.4 -512.6 -1123~8 -1-4i-a-.-3--=1s91.9 
. . .09000 2000.0 1000.0 121178.9 -90768.6 -112786.5 -117375.8 -119024.8 -119875.6 ~ ;:· .09Q_QQ 2 .. 000.0 ~_QOQ_~o 3_Q2.95_. 7 -B20l_.l -22692. .• _l--=-2.966_2_._(;>-.::2_8_l96_._6 __ ~.2_9_Q.l2 .• _l_ 
~}2:·~;·,. -.09000 2000.0 3000.0 13464.3 1711.9 -6892.5 -10085.4 -11453.3 -12214.8 
'·'-:'-?,- .• 09000 2000.0 4000.0 .. 7573.-, 2977.6 ;_2050.3. -li:495.2 -5673.0 -6367.7 





C C;;~;;~;;:22596/·iA318G ;~AGIB CHAi·:Oi"·J l2/l7/6tt 1-0 Ri·iO 0040 002 000 000 pAGE NO Ol 
C VERTICAL ~AGNETIC ATTRACTION OVE R BURIED VERTICAL SHEET 
0 I 1·1 E ;,j S I 0 i\! 0 K ( tr ) , Z ( L;- ) , T ( 4 ) , X ( 6 l ~ V ( 6 L:- , C) ) 
R c P. D l U CJ , 1\ , ( D K ( i~ l , I<= l , 4 ) , ( I. (J) , ,J-=_,l-,--:-4-.)--,-,.(-=,~('"7L-.)-,· L = l ,-tr ), (X D T~-T= T ~ 6-) 
PRINT 102 
t:i =0 
DO 3 K=l,4 
DO 3 J=1,4 
DO 3 L = 1, t, 
T:i = i·i + 1 -----· - -
DO L~ 1=1,6 
C=3.0 . 
--......_,...z s == rc J l + c::TTI."l 
E=Z(J)/( _Z(Jl**2+X(Il**2l 
F=ZB/(Z B**2+Xlll**2l 
--z;r-v ( 1·\, 1 l =-t\ ;:~u~< ( f~ l ;;;l-c:-=-r--,-:::-·n"Tl 
3 p' R I N T 1 0 1 , D K ( ~( ) , Z ( J l , T ( L l , ( V ( l'i , I .) , I = l , 6 ) 
STOP 
1 oOT-DT<:·..,....; J.'.""""'\-=-r ...,, 6 r=-r2 0 z, l 
101 FD RYtP.T (Fl0o5, BFlO.l l 











ro·oo. o 2 :rr.r-
2ooo.o L~96.2 
3000.0 781.5 
X05 XlO Xl5 
rtt~1 lo--;-tt -=ro--;-z 
.2 -:32.7 -27.2 
27.8 -37.8 -39.7 
X20 X25 
();"'5----=z:w-
-20 .1 -14.2 
-33.3 -25.8 
• o o z r o I \ } o-u.o i::mJO .0 I u 6~0;1 5 Y • I j o • 4 Z;-t) • o-·---=T~ r 3 {");"'3 




1000 .0 86.8 
2000,0 217o1 
7.5 -9.2 -7.8 · -5.6 -3. 8 
40.3 -14.1 -19.2 -16.4 -1 2 .5 
---.ou27-o 20Go--;-o Joo-o~s-s---;-2 b~7 =9-;t z-o--;-o----.:--z-6-;-o- -z~ 
.00210 2000.0 4000.0 4 96 .2 131.2 .2 -27.9 -32.7 -30.3 
. 00270 3000.0 1000 .0 48.7 14.0 - 3 .6 -5.5 ·-0.6 -3. 4 
---. vO?'iv :5i.Jv""lJ.l1 21.) Du • u 1 ~ ,-, • o ~ . .: • :::> • ..-, 1 z-;-c· .c..-}:'77'"/ 1 u • i )-
.00270 3000.0 3000.0 217 . 1 94.1 10.0 -1 4.1 -10.2 -1 8 .2 
.00270 3000.0 4000.0 308 .7 142.6 25.5 -11. 9 
- 22.8 - 21+.5 en ......:; 
C -c::::;::;:22596i,iA31eG t·J/;G13 CH.'~:,:o:·! 12/17/6L;. FURHO 0040 002 000 000 PAGE NO 02 
------~·--
K z T xo X05 XJ.O XJ.5 X20 X25 
---. o OLTo--r::·oo o-~-o--ro·o·o-.-cr--·--::n-;-o·----l";;;t~-------;-u·---=3~--r;:--·-----=3--;:J--------~;.:T;-9"--
.00270 4000.0 . 2000.0 86.8 46o7 7.5 -6.2 -9~2 -8.8 
.00270 4000.0 3000.0 150.3 87.1 21.8 -4.6 -13.0 -14.6 
--.-,.m·rnu---~oTm-:-u-----z:,-o-o o·;·u·---zr-r.-·l---·-r:rr:-2--------4-o--:-3-· -----:7 - F;·.1_-----=-T9-:·Tr 
.00720 1000.0 1000.0 578.9 -37.6 -43.6 -27.1 -17.4 -11.? 
.00720 1000.0 2000.0 l323.l .6 -87.1 . -72.5 -53.6 -37.9 
--. -;-o0720 -l~Jm1;·o---3ooo--;o-----zontt.··o-----rz::--;1----_ -.::-rou .-g-- -1 uo··;-o-·--.:-s"B. 9----=--6 rr~-R-
.• 00720 1000.0 4000.0 2849.9 159.3 -97.0 -124.8 -115.6 -96.8 
.00720 2000.0 1000.0 231.6 20.0 -24.6 -20.9 -14.9 -10.2 
----_,. otYrzcr . --··-z o·ml;-o----~- oo cr;u- -s7c~79-·-- ----r o ·i • •-:- -~:-:.:37-;·6~---·-=--:n • 1. ----=-4 3-.-rJ----=-::n-~-T-
.00720 ·2000.0 3000.0 947.3 223.1_~-- -25.8 -69.2 -69.,5 -5G.7 
.00720 2000,0 4000.0 1323.2 349.9 .6 -74.5 -07.1 -80.0 
~oo7zo 3ooo~o 1ooo.o 128.6 37.2 -9.1 -14.6 -12.2 -9._n 
~-~ 0"ifrzu----'3u\.Tcr;o-··-zc:·Jo~o---.:>·z;T;-u·--··-·y32-;-r----_;_-.:::2-:-u---:::.'"3·z;-r-----:.::B·:r·-~---==7:~ ;-;1-:-:-
. • 00170 3000.0 3000.0 578.9 2~0.9 26.7 -37.6 -51.1 -48.7 
.00720 3000.0 4000.0 ·823.3 380.3 68.0 -31.8 -60.8 -65.2 
.---:u0f20 z,.CJOO~-u-----· -ro·otr:-o-·----·--r,-z-:-r---·-?;7:·9------. ----·---;o···-----=-9-:T·---------:::9. t~-- ---------.:.7-:T· 
. o 0 0 7 2 0 It 0 C 0 o 0 . ?._ 0 0 0 • 0 2 31 o 6 1 2 !.~ o 5 2 0 o 0 - 16 o It · 2ft o 6 · -- 2 3 o 1t 
.00720 . 4000.0 3000.0 400.8 232.2 58.2 -12.3 -34.7 -39.0 
--.-ooi2o --2:1imr:-o·-·-_ i;.-ooo-:-o·--··-s-re-:·9------3L:-9-: a-···-TI)"i~4-----~ :9- -·-::.·:;--/---;z;-· · :;o.·c-
.013lo 1ooo.o 1ooo.o 1053.2 -68.3 -79.4 -49.3 -31.6 -zo.4 
.• 01310 1000.0 2000,0 2407.4 1.1 -158.5 -131.9 -97.5 -68.9 
--;oT3Tu---·-Tooo·~·u-·-----·Tou·o-;o-·--:;-rg·r-~-r--·------13-zt:"B-------nr:r:-o---=:T9?.-·u-··--=T6·L·7-----·--·=·ns·~--z·-
.Ol310 lOCO.O 4000.0 5185.2 269.9 -176.4 -227,0 -210.4 -176.1 
.01310 2000.0 1000.0 421.3 36.4 -44.7 -37.9 . -21.1 -18.6 
--• ....-u I3Tu- ----zo-c:u-;·o--21rGiF.-u----rv::>3:-·z----p;:..; • =>---·=-c. iT~~---.:9T.! ::-r-;;-;·z,-----·-=c o~ 
.o-1.'310 ;;:oco.o 3000.0 1723.5 1;06.0 -1,1.0 -126.0 -126.L, -106.9 
.01310 2000.0 4000.0 2407.4 636.7 1.1 -135.6 -158.5 -147.0 
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·lo, Brazil, the son of Jos 2 Ar:iL Che.~rton 2.ml Geny Chanon. 
He received his high school cc~u~at.ion in Sao Paulo. In 1952 hr· en-
'r 1"1 . ' . th l 
... o ___ co_ ln e Po-ytechnic School of the Uni'~rersity of Sao Paulo. Also, 
during the fir5t h.ro years he Has en.listed in th0 Brazilian ROTC, in Sao 
Pauloe After graduation.from that Institute in 1957 he Nas awarded a grant 
to study geology at Bahia, Hhich ,.,as sponsored by Petro bras, the Brazilian 
Oil Sto.te Companyo 
P.fter graduation from Bahia in 1959, he worked two years as geoloeist 
for Petrobras in the lunazon Basin. In 196- he joined the teaching staff of 
. the School of Geology at the University of Bahia. After teaching for b1o 
years he was avmrded a Fulbright Fellowship grant to study geolo~ at the 
Nissouri School of !·Jjnes $ 
On December 1960 he was un.ited in mard age to JJenise P.abello de Car-
valho, of Salvador, Bahiao 
He has been working for his Haster' s Degree since 1963. He vlill return 
as a member of teaching staff of the School of Geology at Bahia. 
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